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Visit us for your next 
Vacation or Get-Away!
Four Rooms Complete 
with Private Hot Tubs 

& Outdoor PatiosThree Rooms at $80
One Suite at $120

www.bucciavineyard.com

JOIN US FOR LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT ALL 

WEEKEND!
Appetizers & Full Entree 

Menu
See Back Cover For Full Info

www.grandrivercellars.com

Live Entertainment Fridays & Saturdays!

www.debonne.com
See Back Cover For Full Info

4573 Rt. 307 East, Harpersfi eld, Ohio
440.415.0661

Sun-Thurs 12-6

October, November & December: 
Restaurant & Tasting Room open 7 Days

Sun.-Thurs. noon to 7pm • Fri. - Sat. noon to 11pm
Kitchen closes one hour before tasting room 

1-800-Uncork-1 • (1-800-862-6751)

WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT 
See inside back cover for listing.

5499 Lake Road East • Geneva-on-the-Lake, Ohio

Old Firehouse 

Winery
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Wine N Bloom 
Weekends
May 2017

Noon to 6pm each day
Visit Wineries, Sample Wines, Enjoy 
Appetizers, Receive A Wine Glass 
And A Basket To Collect Annual 
Flowers For Your Spring Garden
$55 per couple • $40 per single

Now Open
WINE TIME GIFT SHOP

9am ~ 4:30pm
Monday ~ Friday

1 S Broadway, Geneva, Ohio
A Great Selection Of 
Wine Related Items

 For More Information Call 
440.466.4417 or Visit OhioWines.org

     Plan Ahead To
  Travel the Tannenbaum             
 Trail
  Fridays & Saturdays 
November 25-26, 

December 2-3 & 9-10
Visit Wineries in Northeast Ohio,

Receive a 18” Christmas Tree and Collect 
Ornaments, Sample Wine and Enjoy Appetizers

Call 440.466.4417 or visit OhioWines.org for 
more information

2059 LAKE AVE. • ASHTABULA
1-440-992-DINE

Step Back In Time
at Mikki's Diner

www.mikkisdineronline.com

Daily Breakfast, Lunch 
& Dinner Specials!

Full menu available all day!

Saturdays & Sundays
12pm-4pm

Kids 12 & under Eat Free!
(With Adult meal purchase & limit 2 per family)

Laguna
 Grande

Mexican Restaurant, 
                 Bar & Patio

5205 Lake Road 
Just West of Rt 45 in Saybrook 

440-964-5452

Enjoy Half-Priced
Appetizers & Drink

Specials
During All OSU & Browns Games!

Come Cheer On The Indians
in the World Series

and get a free order of small
Nachos during the game!

(One per table, please)

Grand River Valley Wine Region to Host 9th Annual 

Turkey Trot to Help Local Food Banks

A Progressive Food & Wine Tasting Event

        The leaves are in full bloom which means it’s time to start thinking about the 9th Annual 
Grand River Valley Wine Region Turkey Trot. Join Debonné Vineyards, Ferrante Winery & 
Ristorante, Grand River Cellars Winery & Restaurant, Laurello Vineyards, and St. Joseph 
Vineyards on Saturday, November 5th from Noon-5 p.m. for this drive yourself tour of wine 
tasting paired with food samples for your Thanksgiving meal.   
       All fi ve participating wineries are within 10 minutes of each other making this a 
very convenient excursion for travelers.  Each winery will feature a diff erent part of the 
Thanksgiving meal and pair two wines that compliment it.  In addition, recipes will be given 
out.  The cost is only $5 per person at each winery and if you bring in a canned food item to 
each winery you will receive $1 off .  These food items will be donated to the local food banks 
just in time for the holidays.
       “The Turkey Trot is a celebration of the end of harvest as we prepare for the holiday 
season,” states Nick Ferrante, winemaker and owner of Ferrante Winery & Ristorante. “This 
year in particular we have so much to celebrate with a stellar harvest.  With the incredibly warm 
temperatures the harvest of 2016 is predicted to be one of the best in history, especially for the 
red wines.”  
       “The holiday season is a time to relax and enjoy time with family and friends,” says Cindy 
Lindberg, owner of Grand River Cellars.  “Having local wines on the table just makes sense, 
especially for the younger generation that really pride themselves in eating and drinking locally 
produced products.   This event will help you stock your wine cooler!”
       While visiting the area the group encourages travelers to take a mini-vacation and spend 
their weekend in wine country.  There are lots of shops to visit and beautiful covered bridges to 
check out in the area.  For those looking for other things to do in the area contact the Ashtabula 
County Conventions & Visitors Bureau (www.visitashtabulacounty.com) or the Lake County 
Conventions & Visitors Bureau (www.lakevisit.com).
       The Turkey Trot is just one of a series of events The Winegrowers of the Grand River 
Valley host each year.  Other events include the ever-popular Ice Wine Festival and the Cask 
Tasting.  
For more information about the Turkey Trot call 440-466-3485 or go to www.wggrv.com

Turkey Trot

Progressive Food & Wine Tasting Menu

Saturday, November 5th Noon-5 p.m.
Join the wineries of the Grand River Valley
Debonné Vineyards, 
Ferrante Winery & Ristorante, 
Grand River Cellars Winery & Restaurant,
Laurello Vineyards, St. Joseph Vineyards 
for an afternoon of wine sampling paired with the Thanksgiving meal.
        Patrons will visit each of the fi ve wineries in any order they choose.  Each winery will 
provide samples of their wines along with a delicious appetizer.  Area maps will be provided at 
all wineries to help patrons plan their trail. 

TURKEY TROT MENU
- Debonne Vineyards - 
Turkey Sliders on a Potato Bun
- Ferrante Winery & Ristorante - 
Cranberry Puff  Pastry Square
-Grand River Cellars Winery & Restaurant–
Cheddar, Bacon & Cornbread Fritter topped with a Cranberry Glaze
- Laurello Vineyards - 
Cranberry DeJohn Cream Cheese Appetizer
- St. Joseph Vineyards - 
Ohio Corn Pancakes with Mackenzie Goat Cheese
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the SWEET SPOT

between
CLASSIC ROCK & INDIE ROCK

GET THE APP

LOST SHEEP BAND

www.lostsheepband.com

Sat. Nov. 5
Deer’s Leap Winery

7-10pm  
 

Sat. Nov. 12
Alibi

9-midnight

Fri., Oct. 28 • 7-10 PM
Green Eagle Winery
Davis Pack Rd.
Cortland, Ohio

Sat., Oct. 29 • 6-9 PM 
Laurello Vineyards
Harpersfield Rt. • 307

Sat., Nov. 5 • 6:30-9:30 PM
Mocha House
High St. • Warren, Ohio 

Sun., Nov. 6th • 2-5:00 PM
Green Eagle Winery
Davis Pack Rd.
Cortland, Ohio

TA   E IIK
Playing 50-60-70's

Favorites and Much More

For booking call Ellie
330-770-5613

www.takeii.com
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COME
DANCE!
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FOR THE FULL SCHEDULE VISIT

DonPerrySaxMan.com
Facebook.com/facevaluemusic

DUO 

Kosicek
Vineyards

 

Ferrante
Winery

By Don Perry

       Ok, so the recent change in the weather over the past few days has been quite the reality slap.  I guess I’ll have to accept the fact that summer 
really is over, we all knew that it was bound to happen sooner or later.  I do know that I am grateful that Mother Nature made it possible for us 
to play on outside patios well into the month of October.  We must now simply change gears and move back indoors, where we can enjoy the 
warmth and intimacy of the indoor atmosphere through the… shall we say…cooler months (yeah, we’ll go with that), along the Lake Erie shore.
      It was a fun, music-fi lled summer indeed at our many area wineries, restaurants and clubs.  We are so very fortunate here along the North 
Coast, to have such an abundance of musical talent, and so many wonderful venues that support live music year round.
      One of our regions fi nest, and most popular wineries, and one of the very few venues where jazz enthusiasts can go locally to fi nd their genre 
of choice, is Grand River Cellars.  Located on State Route 528, at the very southern edge of Madison Township, GRC off ers live entertainment 
on weekends year-round and often features jazz on Sunday afternoons, from 4 – 7 pm.  These Sunday performances are among the very few 
opportunities to listen to jazz music without driving to Cleveland or Akron. 
        I do spend a good deal of time watching for jazz related events and performances in the Cleveland/Akron area.  By doing so, I get the 
pleasure of helping to support the genre and getting to know the artists who pour their hearts into playing, teaching, and creating jazz, as well as 
keeping you informed of upcoming shows in the area that are truly worth attending.  There are several top-notch jazz venues in Northeast Ohio 
that feature local, regional, national and even international acts. Now, with this luxury, jazz fans have several options when it comes to deciding 
which club and which performance to attend.  Unfortunately, travel time and distance can often be a major factor in the equation.

       With the winter months and unfriendly road conditions soon approaching, perhaps you may fi nd yourself a 
little more hesitant about driving all the way downtown for an evening out.  This is your opportunity to discover 
the fi ne wines, impressive, aff ordable cuisine and casual, comfortable atmosphere at Grand River Cellars.  Sunday 
afternoons there are very relaxed, the room is spacious, the staff  is gracious and attentive, and the jazz is soft and 
soothing.
  
Sunday, November 6th- Nia Covington
       Nia’s solo performance displays not only her lovely voice, but also her passion and appreciation for the music 
she recreates and the artist to whom she pays tribute.  She moves gracefully from jazz and swing standards, to pop 
and R&B favorites, with a level of enthusiasm and energy that is 
simply contagious. www.niacovington.com 

Sunday, November 13th - LS Jazz Express
       Led by drummer Larry Smith, the LS Jazz Express is 
one of our areas premier jazz quartets. Featuring some of 
the fi nest performer/educators the North Coast has to off er, 
this group off ers tasteful renditions of jazz standards, swing 
era favorites and even colorful, creative arrangements of 
popular songs by groups such as the Beatles.  You do not 
have to be a jazz fan to enjoy the music and appreciate the 
level of musicianship this group has to off er. 

Sunday, November 20th - Stan Miller 
       The soothing style and suave demeanor of solo artist 
Stan Miller sets the tone for any room in which he performs.  
Stan has been a staple at GRC, playing on the 3rd Sunday of 
the month for the past several years.  He pays tribute to many 
of the greatest names in jazz such as Thelonius Monk and 
Billie Holiday as well as swing era giants, the likes of Frank 
Sinatra.  www.stanmillerjazz.com 
       Spend a relaxing Sunday afternoon listening to one of 
my friends at Grand River Cellars and you will fi nd that 
you’ve left all the stress and strife of the week far be hind.  
Visit www.grandrivercellars.com or call 440-298-9838 for 
reservations and always look for their music listings on the 
back cover of the North Coast Voice. 

TheAddamsFamily

2928 W. 13th Street
Ashtabula, OH 44004
ashtabulaartscenter.org
facebook.com/ashartscenter
(440) 964-3396

Oct. 21-23, Oct. 28-30, Nov. 4-6

Advance Sale Tickets 
Adult $15•Senior/Student/Military $13•Child 12 & Under $11 

Call (440) 964-3396 to order

sponsored by

Enjoy Dinner and a Show — dine at Rennick Meat Market  
and see The Addams Family at the Ashtabula Arts Center.  

Call (440) 964-3396 for reservations.  
See details and menu at ashtabulaartscenter.org. 

Dinner and a Show Tickets
Adult $55•Senior/Student/Military $53•Child 12 & Under $51

Fri. & Sat. at 7:30 p.m., Sun. at 2 p.m.
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www.theoldmillwinery.com

Geneva
440.466.5560 Kitchen HoursWinery Hours

Closed Mondays
Tues-Thurs: 3-9pm
Fri: 3-Midnight
Sat: Noon-Midnight
Sun: Noon-9pm

Fri & Sat: 7-11 Sunday Open Mic  4:30-7:30

Join us for 
ACOUSTIC THURSDAYS!

Closed Mondays
Tues-Thur: 4-8pm
Fri: 4-10pm
Sat: Noon-10pm
Sun: Noon-8pm

Thurs, Oct 27: Tom Smith
Fri, Oct 28: Incahootz
Sat, Oct 29: Ernest T Band
Sun, Oct 30: "no open mic"
Thurs, Nov 3: Lyle Heath
Fri, Nov 4: The Grinders
Sat, Nov 5: Stone River Band
Sun, Nov 6: Open mic 
  w/Jimmy Ales
Thurs, Nov 10: Evergreen
Fri, Nov 11: Swamp Rattlers
Sat, Nov 12: The O'Needers

Halloween Costume Party
 Sat. Oct 29th
Music by

Ernest T Band

RESERVATIONS
NOT NEEDED
BUT ALWAYS
A GOOD IDEA.

DECK
STILL
OPEN!

& RESTAURANT

Gift
Certificates
make great

gifts!

ONLY

$299
Includes Garlic Bread
With purchase of beverage.
Dine-in only, please.

Meatballs/Sausage 99¢/ea. 
ENJOY PASTA WHILE LISTENING TO OPEN MIC!

PASTA SUNDAY
RETURNS Nov. 6!

Beer of the Month: Columbus IPA $2.50

OPEN MIC WEDNEDAY

Hosted by SUSIE HAGAN

Check Out Our New Fall Menu!

Cash Prizes for Best Costumes!

Steak & Seafood
Restaurant

Full Bar • Large Selection
of Domestic, Imported

& Craft Beer

1520 Harpersfield Road
 Geneva • 440-466-1248

www.deersleapwine.com

Open 7-Days-a-Week 
for Lunch & Dinner

Daily Specials at the Winery!

MONDAY: Quesadilla & Nachos!
TUESDAY: $2.00 off any Burger
WEDNESDAY: Wing Night
               Buy 1 lb. get 1 lb. FREE 
THUR: Pasta Specials & Salad Bar
FRIDAY: A.U.C.E. Fish Fry
SATURDAY: Prime Rib Special
SUNDAY: Bloody Mary Bar

SSoonn
dd

DEER’S LEAP WINERY

Visit Our Wine Shop! Wine & Related Gifts Avon in stock or to order!

Fri. 10/28: Sam & Gary
Sat. 10/29: The Phillips Band
Fri. 11/4: Second Hand Dogs
Sat. 11/5: Lost Sheep
Fri. 11/11: Porch Rockers
Sat. 11/12: Sam & Gary

Sunday is a Bloody Mary Bar
done by Sara Bukky.

Come and build your
own Bloody Mary!

Sat. Oct.29 
Halloween Party!

Best costume and best couples 
costume prizes! No full facial mask's 

please. Drink & food specials

     No Fuss Chicken and Wine
 
Ingredients
· 4 skinless, boneless chicken breast halves - cut into strips
· 2 extra large eggs, beaten
· 3/4 cup Parmesan cheese (fresh finely grated is good)
· 1 pinch salt and pepper
· 1/2 cup white or blush wine
· 4 tablespoons butter

Directions
1. Season chicken with salt and pepper to taste. In a shallow plate, spread Parmesan 
cheese. Divide chicken into three parts and dip seasoned chicken in eggs, then coat well with 
Parmesan cheese. Repeat until all of the chicken pieces are well coated (if you run short on egg 
and Parmesan, add one more egg and more Parmesan as needed).
2. In a skillet, melt butter or margarine over medium high heat. Cook chicken, stirring frequent-
ly, until golden brown.
3. Reduce heat and add wine. Cover and simmer over low heat for 20 minutes.
4. Serve over brown rice or multi grain pasta.

Roasted Vegetables in Creamy White 

Wine Sauce

Ingredients
8 cups (about 2 lb. total) zucchini and/or 
yellow summer squash, cut into 1/2-inch 
slices
2 medium bell peppers (red are best), 
cored, seeded and cut into 1/4-inch slices
1 small red onion, cut into 1/4-inch slices
2 tablespoons olive oil
1/2 teaspoon ground black pepper, divided
1/2 teaspoon dried thyme, divided
1 cup Evaporated 2% Milk
1/4 cup white wine
2 teaspoons cornstarch
1/8 teaspoon salt (optional)
1/8 teaspoon onion powder
1 1/2 cups (6 oz.) shredded Swiss cheese, 
divided

Preheat oven to 400° F. Line baking sheet with foil.

     Place zucchini, bell peppers and onion in single layer on prepared baking sheet. Drizzle with 
oil and sprinkle with 1/4 teaspoon black pepper and 1/4 teaspoon thyme; toss lightly to coat.
     Bake for 20 to 25 minutes or until vegetables are just tender. Transfer to 2-quart serving dish.
     Meanwhile, heat evaporated milk, wine, cornstarch, remaining 1/4 teaspoon black pepper and 
remaining 1/4 teaspoon thyme, salt and onion powder in small saucepan over medium-high heat. 
Bring just to a boil; reduce heat to medium. Cook, stirring constantly, for 2 to 3 minutes or until 
slightly thickened. Stir in cheese, 1/2 cup at a time, allowing each addition to be melted before 
adding more cheese. Remove from heat.
     Pour cheese sauce over vegetables; toss lightly to coat. Season with additional salt and black 
pepper, if desired. Serve immediately.
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kosicekvineyards.com

(440) 361-4573

See our Entertainment Schedule on page 2.

Fall Hours
Mon - Thur 12-6pm

Friday 12-10pm
Saturday 12-9pm 
Sunday 12-7pm  

November Special!
$5.00 Flatbread Pizza

of Your Choice
Valid Mon-Fri. only. Not available during

special events. Must present coupon
upon ordering.

Buccia
 Vineyard

www.bucciavineyard.com

Winery, Bed & Breakfast
518 Gore Rd. • Conneaut

440-593-5976

Taking
reservations

for Fall
Bed
&

Breakfast
Hot Tub
Rooms!

Tastings now include
New Releases!

It’s Harvest Time!
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By Cat Lilly

Cat
Lilly

For Bookings call
440-466-4623 or 440-417-4199

 Sat.,
Oct. 29
Goddess
Wine House
8-10

Sat., Nov. 5
Luisa’s
5:30-8:30

Sat., Nov. 12
High Tide Tavern
8-11

   Kinsey Report

Music Box Supper Club, Saturday, November 12
        The Kinsey Report found inspiration in some of the greats, 
including Bo Diddley & John Lee Hooker, and enjoyed enormous 
success throughout the 80s and 90s, recording and touring fi rst 
with their late father, Lester “Big Daddy” 
Kinsey, and then on their own, with greats 
like Bob Marley & Peter Tosh. It’s been 
twenty years since this band of brothers 
from Gary, Indiana fi rst burst upon the 
national blues scene with their blistering 
brand of street-smart, up-to-the-minute 
funky blues rock.  
       The Kinsey brothers, vocalist/guitarist 
Donald, drummer/vocalist Ralph, and 
bassist/vocalist Kenneth, arrived on the 
blues scene as the Kinseys in 1985 with a 
winning formula, joining forces with their 
father to create a signature sound that mixed 
the traditional with the contemporary. 
Big Daddy’s rich baritone vocals, slide 
guitar and harmonica playing refl ected his 
Mississippi Delta roots, while the younger Kinseys added reggae, 
rock, gospel and soul to the mix. Driven by Donald’s soulful vocals 
and impassioned guitar playing, and the tight, in-sync rhythm 
section of Ralph and Kenneth, the Kinsey Report created a singular 
sound that caught the attention of blues fans worldwide. 
       Surrounded by music when they were children, Donald, Ralph, 
and Kenneth began playing music when they were still youngsters. 
Big Daddy was grooming his sons to be musicians from a very 
young age. Ralph, the oldest of the three, received his fi rst snare 
drum when he was fi ve, and the younger Donald was the same age 
when he got his fi rst guitar. By the time he was thirteen, Donald 
was gigging around Gary with his father, and in 1970 Big Daddy 
took his sons on the road, as Big Daddy Kinsey & His Fabulous 
Sons. The act disbanded in 1972, when Ralph went into the 
military, and Donald went on to play with legendary guitarist Albert 
King. When Ralph got out of the service, he and Donald formed a 
heavy metal band called White Lightening, which later imploded. 
          At an Island Records reception in New York, Donald met 
reggae superstar Bob Marley, who in turn introduced him to Peter 
Tosh. After touring with Tosh for a year, Donald got a call from 
Marley asking him to overdub some guitar parts for Marley’s 
album, Rastaman Vibration. Now Marley wanted Donald for his 
upcoming tour. Donald moved to Jamaica in 1976 and toured with 
Marley, appearing on the live album, Babylon By Bus. That year 
Rolling Stone voted Bob Marley and the Wailers “Band of the 
Year”.  Despite all the success, Donald left the band after he was 
nearly killed in an assassination attempt on Marley’s life.               
     In 1984, Ralph reunited with Big Daddy and Ralph, and 
Kenneth joined the band on bass, to form Big Daddy Kinsey and 
the Kinsey Report. Alligator Records president Bruce Iglauer liked 
what he heard of the young Gary blues-rockers, and brought his 
friend, guitarist Roy Buchanan to hear them live. Roy was equally 
impressed and asked Donald to play rhythm guitar on two of his 
Alligator releases. In 1986, Iglauer included one cut (“Corner Of  

TREEN
INSURANCE

Scott Treen

(440) 576-5926

Insurance
for the

rest of us.
We Offer the

Personal Service 
You’ve Missed Lately
AUTO • HOME

BUSINESS • LIFE

The Blanket”) by The Kinsey Report in The New Bluebloods 
anthology. The strength of the song led Iglauer to off er the band a 
full album deal.
      Edge Of The City burst upon an unsuspecting blues world 

in 1988, leaving fans and critics open-mouthed 
with amazement, leading to three Blues Music 
Award nominations. The band quickly grew from 
one of Chicago’s most popular acts to a national 
phenomenon. They played clubs, concert stages 
and major blues festivals both in the U.S. and in 
Europe. Tour dates with Living Colour, Albert 
Collins, Dr. John and Hugh Masekela brought 
them to blues and rock fans all over the world. 
     Big Daddy’s death in 2001 was a turning point 
for the band. The frantic pace of the preceding 
years, coupled with the loss of their beloved 
mentor, came to a head. Although music was still 
in their lives, making music became less of a 
priority as the brothers entered a time of healing 
and refl ection, a time of “trying to get life right,” 
as brother Ralph says. According to Donald, “we 

needed time to see where we were individually fi rst, then as a 
family and as a group.” 
     Their hiatus from the rigors of touring proved to be very 
productive in doing just that. Life’s lessons seem to have 
strengthened the family bond and the resolve to move forward both 
spiritually and musically. The Kinsey’s return to the music scene is 
a celebration of family.”The four songs on Standing (I’ll Be), their 
2013 EP, bring the Kinseys fi rmly into the present, but are a loving 
tribute to their musical past, nurtured in the gospel and blues of 
their father and grandfather. 
      “Standing (I’ll Be)” the title track, is an original tune written 
by the brothers about triumph over adversity. For the listener, it 
is an up-tempo groove, a cautionary tale about succumbing to 
everyday temptation. “That’s It,” is a funky blues-rocker about a 
mean, mistreating woman, that the Kinseys have had percolating in 
the catalog since their Smoke and Steel Days, (their last recording 
on Alligator Records). “Nobody’s Fault,” is a traditional gospel 
tune, featuring Ralph on vocals, and Donald on Dobro and slide 
guitar. (The Kinsey’s grandfather, Lester Kinsey, Sr. was the pastor 
of Gary’s Chase Street Church of God in Christ for many years.) 
The brothers were inspired by the Nina Simone and Sister Rosetta 
Tharpe versions of this classic gospel song. “Boogie Diddlin’ is an 
inspired instrumental that combines signature Bo Diddley and John 
Lee Hooker licks while also hearkening back to the brothers’ gospel 
roots, and to Big Daddy’s infl uence. The power chords on the 
bridge of the song are straight out of the sanctifi ed church. Come 
worship at the altar of blues greatness with The Kinsey Report. 
They’re worth the listen!

GRAMMY Salute to Music Legends

Arhoolie Records & Ruth Brown

     In collaboration with PBS’ “Great Performances” series, The 
Recording Academy aired a special all-star concert honoring the 
2016 Special Merit Awards recipients on October 14th. Taped at 
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~Continued on Page 10

Dolby Theatre in Los Angeles, the special featured tribute performances and never-before-seen 
video packages celebrating each of the recipients’ contributions to the music industry and our 
cultural heritage. Two of the honorees, Ruth Brown and Chris Strachwicz, have direct ties to the 
world of blues and roots music.
     Ruth Brown received her 
Trustees Award posthumously; 
she never really received the 
recognition (or royalties) she 
deserved during her lifetime. 
Miss Brown was sometimes 
known as the “Queen of R&B” 
or “Little Miss Rhythm”. 
She was noted for bringing 
a pop style to R&B in a series 
of hit songs for Atlantic 
Records in the 1950s, and 
helped tremendously to establish the New York label’s predominance in the R&B fi eld. They 
called Atlantic Records “the house that Ruth built” during the 1950s. Later, the business all but 
forgot her -- she was forced to toil as domestic help for a time -- but she returned to the top, her 
status as a postwar R&B pioneer (and tireless advocate for the rights and royalties of her peers) 
recognized worldwide.
     Young Ruth Weston was inspired initially by jazz chanteuses Sarah Vaughan, Billie Holiday, 
and Dinah Washington. She ran away from her Portsmouth home in 1945 to hit the road with 
trumpeter Jimmy Brown, whom she soon married. A DJ who dug Brown’s act recommended 
her to Ahmet Ertegen and Herb Abramson, bosses of a fl edgling imprint named Atlantic. Her 
seductive vocal delivery shone incandescently on her Atlantic smashes “Teardrops in My Eyes” 
(an R&B chart-topper for 11 weeks in 1950), “I’ll Wait for You” and “I Know” in 1951, 1952’s 
“5-10-15 Hours” (another number one rocker), the seminal “(Mama) He Treats Your Daughter 
Mean” in 1953, and a tender  “Oh What a Dream,” and the timely “Mambo Baby” the next 
year.  Brown belted a series of her hits on the groundbreaking TV program Showtime at the 
Apollo in 1955, exhibiting delicious comic timing while trading sly one-liners with MC Willie 
Bryant.
     After an even two-dozen R&B chart appearances for Atlantic that ended in 1960 with “Don’t 
Deceive Me”, Ruth Brown faded from view. After raising her two sons and working a nine-to-
fi ve job, she began to rebuild her musical career in the mid-’70s. Her comedic sense served her 
well during a TV sitcom stint co-starring with MacLean Steveson in Hello, Larry, in a meaty 
role in director John Water’s 1985 sock-hop satire fi lm Hairspray, and her 1989 Broadway 
starring turn in Black and Blue (which won her a Tony Award).
     There were more records for Fantasy in the ‘80s and ‘90s, and a lengthy tenure as host 
of National Public Radio’s Harlem Hit Parade and Blues Stage. Brown’s nine-year ordeal 
to recoup her share of royalties from all those Atlantic platters led to the formation of the 
nonprofi t Rhythm & Blues Foundation, an organization dedicated to helping others in the same 
frustrating situation. In 1993 she was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and 1995 
saw the release of her autobiography, Miss Rhythm. Ruth Brown suff ered a heart attack and 
stroke following surgery in October 2006 and never fully recovered. She was honored on the 
Grammy Salute broadcast with a scorching rendition of her biggest hit, “(Mama) He Treats Your 
Daughter Mean” performed to perfection by Patti Austin. 
     Chris Strachwitz is a detective of sounds, an archaeologist of the deep American music, 

music with roots that strike straight 
into the country’s heartland. He is the 
guiding force behind the legendary 
Arhoolie Records, producing albums 
that the Rolling Stones and many 
others played the grooves right off  
of. Since 1960, Strachwitz has been 
recording the authentic pulses of the 
great American music, throbbing away 
in the backwoods of the nation. His 
label off ers an unparalleled catalogue 

6827 Lake Road West • Geneva • 440-466-9127
2-1/2 miles west of Rt. 534 and Geneva State Park

Corner of County Line Rd. and Lake Road West.

Beach Bar & Grill!
 Best place to watch

the sunset on the Lake.
Book us for your Special Event!

We are Closed for the Season.
A BIG thank you to all of our friends, musicians, 
and patrons for making this our best season ever!

Our Halloween Party
on Oct. 29 featuring
The Lost Sheep Band

HAS BEEN CANCELLED.
We'll be home or

in Chicago watching
Game 4 of the World Series.

Go Tribe!
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SATURDAY, OCT. 29th

HALLOWEEN PARTY
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BEST COSTUMES WITH LOTS OF FUN GAMES...
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Call me at (440) 417-2475 or find me on Facebook 

Jim Ales
Acoustic Fun!

Sun. Nov. 6
Old Mill Winery
Open Mic
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Tues. Nov. 8
 Grand River Manor
 Wing Night
Open Mic
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of blues, Cajun, wild Hillbilly country, Tex-Mex and New Orleans R&B. These diverse musical 
strands seem to have grown right out of the ground they are played on. With tape-recorder in 
hand, Strachwitz traveled to plantations and prisons, roadhouses and whorehouses, churches and 
bayou juke joints. He returned with recordings that would revolutionize the sound of popular 
music. Regional genres like zydeco would never have been exposed to the general public had it 
not been for his eff orts.  
      Chris Strachwitz received his Grammy Trustees Award and was honored by performances by 
Henry Gray, the great blues singer and pianist from Baton Rouge, La, who in his 90s still played 
and sang magnifi cently, and his dear friends from the Louisiana Cajun Country, Ann Savoy and 
the Magnolia Sisters. 
          Strachwitz announced that thanks to the generosity of the Sage Foundation, and the 
encouragement of the Savoy Family (the “First Family of Cajun Music”), the revered Arhoolie 
Records was acquired from founder Chris Strachwitz by Smithsonian Folkways Recordings 
in May of 2016. “Since I’m not King Tut, I can’t take my Arhoolie baby with me,” said 
the 84-year-old Strachwitz, I am very pleased that Arhoolie has found a new home at the 
Smithsonian, where they are committed to keeping everything in print and available to the 
public by one method or another.”
          The acquisition includes more than 350 albums released since 1960 in various formats by 
Arhoolie and recordings from three South Texas regional labels specializing in Mexican music 
(Ideal, Falcon, and Rio), Andean  Huayno music from the Peruvian label Discos Smith, and 
archival materials including master tapes. The collection features seminal recordings by artists 
such as Bukka White, Big Mama Thornton, Lightnin’ Hopkins, Mance Lipscomb, Mississippi 
Fred McDowell, Big Joe Williams, Flaco Jiménez, and Clifton Chenier. More recent releases 
include those by the Savoy Family Band, the Magnolia Sisters, and the Pine Leaf Boys. Hear 
Me Howling, a collection of recordings made in the Bay-area in the 1960s, won a GRAMMY 
award in 2011. In the same year, the label issued a GRAMMY-nominated retrospective box set 
celebrating Arhoolie’s 50th anniversary.
          There is a wonderful documentary out there that tells the story of Chris Strachwicz, from 
his birth in 1931 in Germany, to his aristocratic family’s forced evacuation of their farmlands 
after World War II and emigration to the United States in 1945, where they settled in Santa 
Barbara, California. This Ain’t No Mouse Music! is a vivid portrait of an obsessive sonic 
sleuth, a man whose passion for roots music led him to dedicate his life to its exposure and 
preservation.  
         Strachwitz didn’t care much for American pop music as a teenager, but became interested 
in jazz after seeing the movie New Orleans, starring Billie Holiday and Louis Armstrong. He 
started collecting records and frequenting jazz and R&B clubs. Radio broadcasts from Los 
Angeles and Baja California introduced him to hillbilly, rhythm & blues, gospel, Mexican 
norteño music and beyond. 
          Strachwitz travelled to Texas in 1959 to meet his idol Lightning Hopkins, and was lucky 
enough to hear him perform live in a small beer joint. Struck by the exchange between Lightning 
and his audience, and by the poetry of his improvised lyrics, Chris decided right then and there 
that someone had to capture this man’s music live in one of those joints and put it on a record. 
The following year, Chris returned to Texas and encountered and recorded outstanding local 
songster Mance Lipscomb. A few months later, in November 1960, Arhoolie LP 1001 introduced 
Chris’ new label and that small town Texas songster to the world. (The label name Arhoolie 
refers to the fi eld holler of the workers farming the land, a sound Strachwitz heard often in his 
travels through the south.)    
          This Ain’t No Mouse Music! is a hip-shaking stroll from New Orleans to Appalachia 
and right into the very DNA of rock’n’roll. In this beautifully shot fi lm, we come face to 
face with the creators of indigenous music, from the great Clifton Chenier to fi ddler Michael 
Doucet, from Flaco Jimenez to the Pine Leaf Boys, playing songs that are endemic to their place 
and circumstance, to dialect and class, to climate and landscape. Their music is now highly 
endangered by the merciless steamroller of pop culture, assimilation and commercialism, which 
makes Strachwitz’s desperate pursuit to track down every last artist all the more urgent. This 
fi lm is a living cultural history with a soundtrack that bites and kicks and screams. Even 50 years 
later, Arhoolie’s records remain alive, unruly and still so sharp that some songs can cut you right 
down to the soul.
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The Smell of Punk.

   A Conversation with musician Gail 

Ann Dorsey
        Bass player, Gail Ann Dorsey has played with many stellar musicians in the industry 
including David Bowie, Lenny Kravitz, Roland Orzabal (Tears for Fears) and many more. 
Gail’s outstanding talent, commitment and passion for music shows in her performances. 
She discusses her musical infl uences, inspirations and thoughts on working with some of the 
greatest musicians in music history.
     “I have always loved all kinds of music,” said Gail. “It’s hard to categorize all of the 
music I like. As long as you enjoy the sound and it touches you in some way, it can be from 
any genre. I enjoy listening to Joni Mitchell, Grand Funk Railroad, The Carpenters and 
Olivia Newton-John. I love Queen. I think Queen is the best live band I have ever seen. I was always interested in David Bowie’s music. I was 
aware of him while I was growing up. He was on the radar. My favorite album of his is, “Young Americans”. He recorded that in Philly which is 
my home town.”
     Gail always felt in her heart that a career in music would be her calling. However, 

she also had a strong interest in cinema. “At fi rst, I thought I would like to be a 
screenwriter and a director. I spent a lot of time writing scripts. I received a full 
scholarship to attend California Institute of the Arts as a fi lm major. I was there 
for a year and a half but ended up returning to music. I do have a love for cinema 
but do not have the temperament to be a fi lmmaker. I think music and cinema 
work together. It was such a male dominated business although I am sure women 
have made great strides. When I was attending college it was 1980 so I am sure 
things have changed and progressed,” explains Gail. “Music can give you direct 
gratifi cation. When you are playing in front of an audience, you have instant 
feedback. Film making on the other hand is a process that takes a very long time. 
A script you may be working on may not be recognized until three years later. I 
needed feedback quicker than that to give me the inspiration to continue. When 
you are playing music, you have direct communication with the audience. They 

give you feedback all the time with their emotions, their laughter, their tears, whatever it is that moves them is what keeps you going.”
     Gail played guitar before switching over to bass. “There is something special about the electric 
guitar that perks up my ears. When I hear Eric Clapton playing a solo or Neil Young, the solos are 
so powerful it makes me want to cry. You can hear emotion in a guitar. George Harrison’s song, 
“While My Guitar Gently Weeps” is absolutely true,” said Gail. “Nancy Wilson of HEART is the 
fi rst role model I have had. She was such an inspiration. I think she is one of the greatest females 
in music.”
   She continues, “I remember telling my mother that I have to learn how to play one of those 
(guitar). I feel as though it can speak to you as though it is another language. It can communicate 
so much deeper than words. I have to express myself how I feel through the guitar. Bass guitar is 
more natural for me to play. It has allowed me to play with some incredible artists.”
     Gail is working on her fourth solo album. “My albums have all been diff erent from each other. 
If I had to describe my latest album, it would be similar to the singer/songwriters of the 70s such as 
Carole King, Carly Simon, The Carpenters, The Fifth Dimension and Helen Reddy. I love playing 
that style of music and I do not get to do it very often. The material I am writing is in that style. 
I am more of a Dionne Warwick or Marilyn McCoo singer than I am an Aretha Franklin or Patty 
LaBelle. I guess you could call the music on my next album easy listening. (laughs) But it’s good 
stuff !”
     “Right now I am working full time with Lenny Kravitz. While we are not on an offi  cial tour 
we are playing several shows for diff erent events throughout the year,” said Gail. “Sometimes I 
still fi nd it hard to absorb that I have played with these wonderful people. I have had a hard time 
allowing myself to feel that this is happening.”
     Gail had played alongside David Bowie for 20 years. “I was working with Roland Orzabal 
(Tears for Fears) when David called. At fi rst, I wasn’t sure it was really him on the phone. When I 
started working with David, I was terrifi ed that I would not be able to live up to his expectations. 
He and Roland are both geniuses. They were great mentors. It was as though Roland brought 
me through the “college years” so to speak and playing with David was how I earned my PhD! 
(laughs) You can’t learn without a great teacher. David asked me to sing, “Under Pressure” with 
him. I remember asking who was going to play bass and he said, “You are!” Then he said, “I’ll 
give you two weeks.” He knew I could do it and I did! David Bowie is one of the greatest teachers 
I ever had. When we came off  the road from the Reality Tour in 2004, I fi nally admitted to myself 
that I am a good bass player. I will own it. We all play diff erently and each one of us has a special 
gift.”
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(Tables are reserved for
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By Alan Cliffe

    Altamont: The Rolling Stones, the Hells Angels 

and the Inside Story of Rock’s Darkest Day
Author Joel Selvin
        In 1968, Jeff erson Airplane released an album called Crown of Creation. In the 
title song, the singers address the titular Crown as follows: “Soon you’ll attain the 
stability you strive for/In the only way that it’s granted:/In a place among the fossils 
of our time.” In the context of the song the Crown appears to be the then-ascendant 
counterculture, being addressed from within, by one of its more compelling group 
voices. 
     If “compelling” is the right word. On a December day in the following year, in a 
place east of San Francisco, the means of compulsion were in other hands. One of 
the singers of “Crown of Creation,” Grace Slick, was onstage, powerlessly calling 
out “easy...easy...” to Hells Angels and Angel prospects. They were swinging fi sts 
and cue sticks to impose a certain idea of stability on the crowd near the stage, and 
Slick’s bandmate Marty Balin was knocked out twice after he tried to intervene.
     The countercultural stability of which the band had sung was scarce at Altamont. 
It was scarce, period. And it would remain so, unless you take “a place among the 
fossils of our time” to mean absorption by the dominant culture rather than what the 
lines were probably meant to evoke, namely a “stability” with the strength to pose a 
real challenge to those fossils, perhaps to defeat or transcend them.
      To evoke that hoped-for stability, or invoke it, to try to call it forth in song, was 
to invoke a large possibility, the loss or failure of which was large also. The free 
concert at Altamont, which culminated in a Rolling Stones set during which a gun-
wielding man named Meredith Hunter was killed near the stage, was a large failure 
that has come to symbolize a larger failure still, that of the counterculture to sustain 
itself. It has taken on a mytho-symbolic meaning as one of those events after which 
everything has changed. Along with the Manson slayings of the same year it is seen 
as the “death of the sixties,” a countercultural Ragnarok. Oddly for such an event—unlike Pearl 
Harbor, Dallas, Manson, Kent State, 9/11—it has not, to my knowledge, been the subject of a 
book-length consideration until now. 

     Most people with an interest in Altamont have 
seen the documentary fi lm Gimme Shelter. By 
default it’s become something like the offi  cial 
history. Joel Selvin, a long-time music journalist, 
has thought fi t to create a more comprehensive 
account. His book, Altamont: The Rolling 
Stones, the Hells Angels and the Inside Story of 
Rock’s Darkest Day tells a larger story and off ers 
diff erent answers from the fi lm to questions of 
how and why the show took a tragic turn. Gimme 
Shelter was made with the cooperation of the 
Rolling Stones, and they were co-owners of it 
with the fi lmmakers. Unsurprisingly, it shows 
them in an innocent light. Selvin is not so sure. 
      Questions of innocence and guilt, or 
responsibility, intersect in this book with the 
constellation of cultural forces and institutions on 
the Bay Area scene at the time of Altamont. These 
would include whatever remained of the better 
angels of Haight Ashbury by late ‘69, personifi ed 
by the Grateful Dead and people around them; the 
Hells Angels; the middle-aged music critic Ralph 
Gleason; the concert promoter Bill Graham; and 
Rolling Stone magazine. And then, of course, 
there are the people from the outside, notably the 
Stones and their entourage. There are also some 
cameos from Mike Lang, the man more or less 
responsible for Woodstock. Selvin passed on 
seeing the show but he was on the Bay Area scene 
in 1969 and later. He has consulted the existing 
sources and interviewed a lot of people, players 
major and minor in the show and its aftermath.
     Selvin’s story begins, unexpectedly but 
unsurprisingly—this is a Bay Area tale—with the 
then-manager of the Grateful Dead, Rock Scully. 
In a London meeting with Keith Richards over 
some terrifi c seedless weed he’d brought from 

California, Scully planted a seed of another kind: the Dead, he explained, knew how to put on a 
free show in the park. As in Golden Gate. They’d get the permits and announce a free Dead and/
or Airplane show, the kind they had put on many times. But this time there would be a surprise 
guest band, namely the Rolling Stones. It would be the last show of the band’s 1969 U.S. tour, 
their fi rst in three years.
      If Scully was a prime mover, or instigator, of what turned into Altamont, the Scully/Grateful 
Dead vision of the show was eclipsed by events beyond their control. As Selvin tells it, the 
Stones’ understanding of the San Francisco rock/hippie scene was second-hand and vague. 

Whatever they thought it was, they thought well of it, more or 
less. But when Sam Cutler, the Stones’ road manager, met up 
with the Dead camp in all its shambolic glory, it was instant 
culture shock. Its members struck him as incapable of organizing 
a show to Rolling Stones standards. Once the San Francisco 
authorities nixed the idea of a Golden Gate Park show, the Dead 
camp’s role in the planning dwindled. They ended up not playing 
the show. The Rolling Stones, and especially Mick Jagger, 
are nowadays known for their insistence on control of events 
or projects they’re involved with. But if Scully and the Dead 
camp lost control of the events of Fall ‘69, that does not mean it 
shifted to the Stones, no matter what Jagger and company might 
have thought before the big day. As you can imagine if you’ve 
seen Gimme Shelter, this is a story about events spiraling out of 
anyone’s control.
      The Stones’ big day came in the shadow of the Woodstock 
festival four months earlier. People who were at Woodstock 
have said there was a sense there that things could go massively 
wrong. But they didn’t, some say miraculously. And plenty of 
large outdoor shows had been held in San Francisco, with that 
city’s Hells Angels chapter providing some kind of security, 
and without anyone getting hurt. At Altamont, of course, things 
went badly, and you could blame that on a post-Woodstock 
overconfi dence in a countercultural scene’s ability to pull off  
miracles. When a second, post-Golden Gate concert site fell 
through, the show could have been canceled or postponed. The 
Altamont site looked blatantly unsuitable. And all the stage and 

sound equipment would have to be moved there on short notice. But Mike Lang declared that 
it was doable. Well, Lang did Woodstock, so....and the rest is inglorious history. A four-foot 
stage, an addled and rowdy crowd at a place in the middle of nowhere, a few score rough men 
greatly outnumbered by said crowd, and a toxic brew of bad acid and alcohol did not make for 
Woodstock West. 
      Selvin, however, does not blame Mike Lang. Nor does he really blame the Hells Angels. 
He agrees with Cutler that they were placed in a damn-near-unworkable situation. You could 
object that yes, they were, but they didn’t need to keep beating and kicking Hunter once he 
was disarmed and on the ground, more or less ensuring his death. But Selvin is more interested 
in ultimate responsibility for the events at Altamont than in what should or should not have 
been done at a specifi c moment. Things got out of control, for both the Hells Angels and the 
Rolling Stones, but control and responsibility are two diff erent things. And Selvin places the 
responsibility for Altamont on the Stones. They seem to have had a bad case of the-show-must-
go-on, even if it meant playing in a place and under circumstances that added up to a recipe for 
disaster. Selvin thinks they went ahead with the Altamont show because they were desperate 
for a fi tting climax to their tour fi lm. They had not played at Woodstock, a countercultural 
high-water mark, and they knew there was a fi lm of it in the works. They did not intend to be 
outshone.
       The Rolling Stones got a big event for their fi lm. Of course, a man was killed there. There 
were also a few other deaths at the festival, not so well known as Hunter’s and having nothing to 
do with the Angels, which Selvin has researched and on which he speaks. For Selvin, Altamont 
was not only tragic for the people who died and those close to them; in his telling it was 
debilitating for the Stones, unfortunate for the Angels and just about everybody else involved. 
He thinks pretty much all of the band’s post-Altamont music has been safe and unexceptional. 
As a fan of their music I disagree. He doesn’t go along with the conventional notion that 
Altamont was the death of hippyism or something like that, but with that off -the-mark musical 
judgment I wonder if he’s trying a little too hard to inject a Big Meaning of his own into the 
topic of his book.
      The San Franciscans in this tale come off  looking better than the Englishmen. Selvin speaks 
highly of the exhaustive and honest coverage of the show in Rolling Stone, for the sake of which 
Jann Wenner put his friendship with Mick Jagger at risk. Selvin’s style is ordinary in places; 
I would never mistake his prose for that of Greil Marcus or Stanley Booth, two authors who 
were at the show and have written about it. But if the Rolling Stone coverage Selvin admires 
was solid and engaged journalism, this book is solid and engaged socio-cultural history. I 
would recommend it to anyone who has seen Gimme Shelter and got the feeling something was 
missing. 

HarperCollins 2016
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Halloween Party!
Sat. Oct. 29

Cartoon Character Theme!
Costume judging, Prizes & Witches Brew

Open Mic/Jam Session Every Thursday 7p-10p Hosted By Ed Dana
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Benefit For Jasmine Spencer
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Bruce Goodman
Reservations are highly recommended!
Last 10 shows have sold-out! Tickets are $5

 

Comedy Night!
Sat. Nov. 12th • 8pm 

BOOKYOURPARTYNOW!

Chad Ely Guitar Jam • First Thursday of every month • 8pm

PARTY
ROOM

AVAILABLE!
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ickets are $5

Sat. Oct.29th
Halloween Party!

Costume Contest!

      Musical comedy “The Addams Family” now playing 

at Ashtabula Arts

     The G.B. Community Theatre production of “The Addams Family” began its three-weekend 
run at the Ashtabula Arts Center Friday, October 21. The quirky musical comedy focuses on 
the secret engagement of grown-up Wednesday Addams (Sarah Riley) to a young man (Marcus 
Lowery) from a nice, normal family, and the fi rst meeting of the future in-laws, which sees 
Wednesday keeping her family’s weirdness under wraps, Gomez (Chris Nappi) keeping secrets 
from Morticia (Tiff any Kiphart), and Uncle Fester (Derek Lebzelter) keeping the family’s dear 
departed ancestors from their eternal slumber to help make a memorable and romantic evening 
for the young couple. The production is directed by Christy Seymour, with music direction by 
Caitlin Rose.
     The show is sponsored by Rennick Meat Market, located on Bridge Street, and theater-
goers have the option of purchasing “Dinner and a Show” tickets, which include both their seat 
to “The Addams Family” and a three-course meal at Rennick Meat Market, served at 5 p.m. 
before the evening performances on Fridays and Saturdays, and after Sunday matinees. The 
menu for “Dinner and a Show” is available on the arts center’s website, ashtabulaartscenter.
org. Reservations are made through the arts center at (440) 964-3396.  Tickets for “Dinner & 
Show” are $55 for adults, $53 for senior/student/military, and $51 for children 12 & under. 
Reservations should be made by 4 p.m. on Thursday prior to weekend of attendance. Drinks and 
gratuity are not included.
     In addition to the “Dinner and a Show” event with Rennick Meat Market, audiences can look 
forward to post-performance photo opportunities with the “Ancestors,” the late members of the 
Addams’ extended family. Raffl  e tickets will be available for two diff erent Halloween-themed 
gift baskets, as well. The raffl  e drawing will take place at intermission during the fi nal show  on 
Sunday, November 6. 
     “The Addams Family” remaining runs Oct. 28-30, & Nov. 4-6, Fri. & Sat. at 7:30 p.m., 
Sun. at 2 p.m. Advance sale tickets: Adult $15, Senior/Student/Military $13, Child 12 & Under 
$11. For tickets at the door, add $2. Call (440) 964-3396 to order. (See ad on page 5 for venue 
details)

Sol and The Fine Arts Association Partner for Art 

Show and Wine Tasting

     On Sunday, November 6th, Sol restaurant and The 
Fine Arts Association partner for a special event that 
features art, music, fi ne wines and delectable tapas. 
The event takes place from 3:00-7:00 p.m. at SOL in 
Willoughby. 

     Jazz musicians Mystral Guitar Duo comprised of 
Pete Maric and Rich Holsworth will entertain guests 
from 3:00-6:00 p.m.

     Sol specializes in made-from-scratch Spanish 
inspired foods combined with a touch of traditional 
American cuisine.  An assortment of Chef Michael 

Schoen’s delicious tapas made from fresh, local ingredients will be paired with wines personally 
selected by Sol general manager Tim Magee.  Each guest will receive six tickets for sampling 
Sol’s fi nest Spanish wines. Tapas will include Sol’s Meat and Cheese Charcuterie Board, Stuff ed 
Peppers, Mariquitas with smoked tomatillo salsa and guacamole and more.
     Artists Melissa Davis (mixed media), Stella’s Art (ceramics & painted glass), Natalie Catania 
Nelson (animal themed mixed media), Michael F. Kolz (functional stoneware & Raku pottery), 
Stephanie Pratt McRoberts (sculptures, jewelry, novelty items), Dianne Stiver-Lang (wheel 
thrown & hand built ceramics) and Laura McNally-Levine & Richard Bailey (photography) will 
display and sell their art, helping attendees to get a jump on holiday shopping or add to their 
collections.
     Tickets for this event are $30 per person.  The ticket includes admission to the event, wine 
tastings and tapas.  A portion of the ticket price is being donated to benefi t arts education and 
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TO LISTEN LIVE AND WATCH OUR LIVE COUGAR CAM

WWW.COUGAR937.COM

Join us for
Cougar Uncorked

The Halloween Party! 
October 27th

The Winery at Spring Hill
Join JJ and Cat and come dressed to impress!
Register for the FREE fun at Cougar937.com
Watch to win your way on to the Richmond

party bus on facebook.com/cougar93

Join us for the

"Taste of Home Cooking School"
at Spire in Geneva Nov. 19th

Tickets are going fast. Call for tickets (440) 993-2126 
or online at www.cougar937.com

performance programming at The Fine Arts Association.  
     “We consider the making of wine and preparation of food an art,” says SOL owner David 
Bartulovic.  “This event combines this art with the visual arts and the performing arts while 
supporting The Fine Arts Association’s mission of serving the community by enhancing lives 
through the arts.” 
      Tickets are available at Sol or by calling 440-918-1596. A limited number of tickets may be 
available at the door.  Sol is located at 38257 Glenn Avenue in historic downtown Willoughby.  
For more information, visit www.solwilloughby.com. 
      The Fine Arts Association is located at 38660 Mentor Avenue, Willoughby, OH  44094.  For 
information on all that Fine Arts off ers, visit www.fi neartsassociation.org. 

Ceramic work of Chris Burton coming to Scribblers 

Coffee and Park Avenue Winery 

      An introduction and display will take place Friday, Nov. 4 at Scribblers Coff ee Co. 388 
South Broadway, Geneva from 4 - 7 p.m.
      Chris Burton, a Kent State ‘73 sculpting major, presently specializes in unique, one of a 
kind, non-mold creations using CA approved glazes. He was joint chair & executed Geneva 
City’s 1st Mural in 2003. Chris has also done commissioned oil & acrylic paintings.
     Over 3 decades through Residence Artists in mansion restoration and unique renovation  
Chris has been involved in many projects; from Severence Hall restoration-refi nishing 
brasswork to Art Museum stone & marble restoration; Federal Building ceiling restoration to 
Columbus’ Palace Theater foyer, and The Hanna Mansion stone & metalwork, Blossom Music 
Center to Florida sculpture restoration and locally, Morley Hall chandelier restoration, Madison 
Frank Lloyd Wright residence and the now gone Madison Country Club. Chris says, “My hands 
are all over Cleveland unseen.”
     A second opportunity to meet Chris and his many, varied sculptural applications in theme 
& texture in 3D renderings enhanced by color, will be at Park Avenue Winery & Art Gallery 
Saturday, Nov. 19 noon - 4 p.m. (See Park Avenue ad in the Winery Guide on inside front 
cover for venue details.)

The Club @ the Civic Series presents Ohio Rock 

Legends Acoustic Show

     The Akron Civic theatre’s Club @ the Civic presents Ohio Rock Legends Acoustic Show on 
Saturday, November 12, 2016 at 8:00 PM. 
     Ohio Rock Legends will perform acoustically epic rock hits from the likes of Joe Walsh, The 
Eagles, Michael Stanley, Neil Young, Stephen Stills, Zeppelin, Peter Frampton, Eric Clapton and 
Hendrix! Ohio Rock Legends consists of Chris Wintrip, Gary Markasky, Jerry Schoenfeld and 
Klayton Krumm. Come and enjoy this night of Rock and Roll!
     Ticket prices are $20. This is a cabaret performance, set on the Civic stage. Performers 
and audience are on the beautiful Civic stage for the performance. Tickets are available at 
the Akron Civic Theatre Box Offi  ce, by calling (330) 253-2488 or online at www.akroncivic.
com, or TicketMaster (1-800-745-3000).  Tickets are on sale now.
     The full schedule is available at www.akroncivic.com.  Additional events will be added 
throughout the season.  Tickets and information are available in person at The Civic Box Offi  ce 
or by calling 330.253.2488.
About the Akron Civic Theatre
     The Akron Civic Theater was built in 1929 by Marcus Loew and designed by famed theater 
architect, John Eberson.  The interior structure was fashioned after a Moorish castle featuring 
Mediterranean decor, including medieval carvings, authentic European antiques and Italian 
alabaster sculptures.  In June 2001, the Akron Civic Theatre underwent the most comprehensive 
restoration and expansion project in its history, whereby the theater was brought up to modern 
performance and patron standards.  The theater now attracts nearly 110,000 people annually for 
nationally touring concerts, comedians, and family shows, as well as a wide variety of events 
featuring local and regional artists.  For more information visit www.akroncivic.com

Check our website for 
more information! 

www.connect534.com

Connect 534 
was designed around creating 

and marketing new events along 
State Route 534; 

The City of Geneva, Geneva 
Township, Geneva-on-the-Lake, 

and Harpersfield Township. 
Connect 534 

is working hard to promote local 
businesses and involve the 

community in new 
and revitalized 

events and 
programs.     
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Richmond Trolley, Limousine & Transportation

Leave the Driving to Us!

2423 Deerfield Dr. • Ashtabula • 440-964-9403
www.richmondtrolleyandlimo.com

Affordable and Trustworthy • Diverse Fleet of Vehicles
Jolly Trolley, White Stretch Limousine, Limousine Party Bus, 

Wheelchair Accessible Van, and other vans to accommodate parties 
from small to large, simple to elaborate.

If you haven't experienced Richmond Trolley & Limousine 
service yet, give us a try for any event and ENJOY the ride!

Our professional, chauffeurs will take the utmost care of 
you and your party throughout your trip. Just relax and 
leave the driving to us. Our punctual pick-up and drop-off 
service is available early morning to mid-night or even later.

Strike-a-Pose Photo Booth Rentals is our sister company. 
Rent our photo booth for weddings, birthday parties, 

corporate event, or just for the fun of it! Check out our 
website at www.strike-a-pose-now.com for details.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR TRIP!
• Wine Hops
• Proms
• Weddings
• Sporting Events
• Covered Bridge Tours
• Concerts
• Bachelor & Bachelorette Parties
• Corporate Events

4618 Main Avenue  Ashtabula
440-992-3013 www.dublindown.pub
Hours: Kitchen open Mon-Sat 11am-10pm 

Bar open til 11 Mon-Thurs & Midnite Fri & Sat
Closed Sunday.

11/5 - EL84
11/26 - Mark Morris 

Dublin Down Presents:

Stop in and enjoy delicious 
Homemade Soups & Specials!

Cheer The 
Cleveland Indians 

in The World Series 
Championship with 

your very own

at DUBLIN DOWN!
Free Parking, Great 
Seats, Huge Video 

Screen, Popcorn, $1 
Hot Dogs & Bucket 

Of Beer Specials 
During Every Game!

Try the new 

JT Bagel Burger!
Featuring a freshly bake

bagel from our new
Main Ave neighbor,

JT's Bagels!

By Pete Roche

   I Am Brian Wilson
      He’s the man-child genius renowned nearly as much for 
his bathrobes and bedsitting as his heavenly harmonies and 
ebullient musical arrangements.
     But now he gets to tell his own story, his own way…
without moody father Murry or Svengali-shrink Eugene 
Landy leering over his shoulder.
     In the new autobiography I Am Brian Wilson (Da Capo), 
Brian Wilson goes beachcombing through the past, panning 
the sands of time for the socio-psychological seashells that 
gave rise to America’s most successful singing group…and 
launched Wilson’s lifetime bout with mental illness.   
     If the book title sounds too obvious, too hoity-
toity pretentious, or just plain hokey, well, it should be 
remembered there was a time (decades, in fact) when Wilson 
wasn’t himself: His sensationalized piano-in-a-sandbox 
period of protracted isolation from the biz (and his own 
brothers) is the stuff  of legend—an unintended, tumultuous 
hiatus during which the once-upbeat California bassist /
composer numbed his emotional pain with drugs and drowned his doubts with booze.  Yes, he 
gained weight…and nearly lost his mind. 
      Here Wilson recounts the good, the bad, the ugly, and the beautiful in the straightforward 
conversational tone of a mature, experienced man reclining in his Lay-Z-Boy, albeit tempered 
with his boyish enthusiasm (and melancholy).  Juxtaposing the oldest events (‘50s and ‘60s) 
with more recent (‘70s, ‘80s, and on) happenings, Wilson carves parallel pathways through both 
the Beach Boys mythos and the cobwebs of his own mind.   Stitched together by uneasy segues 
(some sounding forced, but with most bubbling forth in a pleasing stream-of-conscious manner) 
not unexpected from a guy who so famously lost his bearings, the stories surface from the past 
like myriad corks feel-fl owing on an ocean that—for Wilson—has been raging far less often 
(and less awfully) these days.
     In many ways Wilson’s odyssey hinges on opposites; it’s a red-blooded tragicomedy 
populated by polarizing forces that pinch and tug the artist from within and without.  It’s a story 
about dreams and delusions, an allegory of fathers and false gurus, of commercial hubris and 
stress, creative epiphanies and ecstasies—and the concomitant comings-down behind studio 
glass, on concert stages and in airplane aisles…and even within the illusory safe-havens of the 
troubled composer’s own kitchens and bedroom.  
     There’s the familiar rock star struggle with addiction and codependence and search for 
sobriety, freedom, and personal fulfi lment.  But in Wilson’s case, these confl icts manifested in 
an uneasy, lifelong wire-walk that left his legacy trapped somewhere between madcap punchline 
and masterpiece-making prodigy.
      Wilson’s overture begins backstage at London’s Royal Festival Hall, where the (relatively) 
healthy sexagenarian worries prior to the 2004 live-concert debut of the refurbished SMiLE.  It’s 
a choice point of entry for readers into the author’s choppy thought process, the high-pressure 
situation triggering critical voices from the past:  His overbearing father Murray; mentors Chuck 
Berry and Phil Spector; and his departed brothers Carl and Dennis.
     Then there’s those “other voices.”  The ones telling Wilson his music is no good.  That he’s 
falling behind…or already blown it.
     “Sometimes they just skip the music and go right for me,” he reports.  “We’re coming for 
you, Brian.  This is the end, Brian.  We are going to kill you, Brian.”  
     While much of Wilson’s plight may seem pulled from the pages of the DSM-V, so much 
more reads like excerpts from the Great American Songbook.
     Between the back-and-forth timeline we glean details of Wilson’s modest upbringing in 
Hawthorne, California, where his jingle-writing pops took a keen interest in the boys’ innate 
vocal talents.  Brian tracks his musical lineage to a few uncles—but credits mother Audree (and 
her jukebox) for his early fascination with Nat King Cole, Perry Como, Rosemary Clooney…
and The Four Freshmen.
     “I tried to take their songs apart like clocks and rebuild them,” says Wilson.  
     “I’d listen until I understood the main melody and the harmony vocals above and below it, 
then I would teach them to my brothers.”
      We learn how Brian—accompanied by siblings Carl and Dennis (and cousin Mike Love)—
recorded a demo with funds his vacationing parents had left them to buy food, and how his 
delighted dad shopped “Surfi n” to radio stations and record labels until Capitol took the bait.  
We also discover that “Beach Boys” wasn’t their original name, but rather a moniker assigned 
by an A&R executive.  
      The beginnings of Brian’s troubles tie in so inextricably with the Boys’ meteoric ascent:  
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     coming!!

Murry browbeats his sons in the studio and on tour, alternately praising their eff orts and 
demeaning their surf rock as a passing trend.  It takes years for Brian to realize just how 
much of a positive infl uence his old man had been, how deeply he’d lived life vicariously 
through his kids, and how devastated he was when his sons fi red him.  Wilson wisely (and 
deliberately) reserves reproach for his pops until later in the text, lest his negative feelings fog 
the eff ervescence of the band’s early glory. 
      We shadow Wilson as he churns out ‘60s surf-n-turf albums like Surfi n’ USA, Little Deuce 
Coupe, All Summer Long, The Beach Boys Today, and Beach Boys Party with Love, David 
Marks, and Al Jardine…and sympathize when the pressure of writing, recording, and traveling 
gets the better of him.  The book spends proper time on Brian’s work with Spector’s “Wrecking 
Crew” players Hal Blaine, Carol Kaye, and others in sessions for Pet Sounds and SMiLE, and 
delves into how the band dynamic changed without the eldest Wilson on stage (where Glen 
Campbell and Bruce Johnston fi lled in).  
      The Beatles stopped touring around the same time as Brian but weren’t nearly as ridiculed 
for it.  How’d Wilson feel about the Fab Four’s answer to Pet Sounds?  And how did Sgt. 
Pepper spark his creative embers?  
      What’s it like to have Paul McCartney count you among his favorite songwriters?  
We get a sense of how quickly Brian was pushed to “Grow Up to Be a Man,” why his 
marriage to sixteen-year old girlfriend Marilyn (he was 22) seemed doomed, and how heavily 
responsibility for the Beach Boys’ continued success weighed on him.  Sure, he opens up about 
the alcohol and drugs—but the passages about what Wilson was feeling at various times prove 
more insightful than the pharmacology of his coping mechanisms. 
      Mental illness manifests at a particularly bad time, just as Wilson struggles to distance the 
group from cars ‘n’ girls fare and embrace a Gershwin-esque approach toward his craft.  But 
what’s truly surprising is that for every memorable Wilson melody, there’s an associated lyric 
written not by him but by one of several poetic collaborators like Tony Asher and Van Dyke 
Parks.  Nonetheless, Brian takes us inside the genesis of both the whimsy and words for hits like 
“California Girls,” “God Only Knows,” “Wouldn’t It Be Nice?” and “Caroline, No.”
      Wilson and the gang fi ght to keep the dream afl oat in the face of tidal shifts in the Zeitgeist:  
He allows for political tunes and protest songs on Wild Honey, Friends, 20/20, and Sunfl ower, 
embraces mortality on Surf’s Up, and even relocates to Holland (and recruits extra musicians 
Blondie Chaplin and Rickie Fataar) for added soul (“Sail On, Sailor”). 
      Where most rock memoirs climax with their creators dropping from hallowed heights to 
back-alley lows, Wilson’s tome fi nds its portly subject shacked up in his L.A. home, where 
Eugene Landy imposes a strict (and expensive) regimen of diet, exercise, and seclusion, 
muscling into every aspect of Brian’s creative output and persona life.     
      “It would be a lie to say he didn’t get results,” concedes Wilson, who dropped from 300 
pounds to a svelte 185.
      Brian’s sequestration plays out like a horrible case of Stockholm syndrome, with Landy 
rationing his relationships with his meals, screening potential friends and business partners 
before granting access to Wilson.  The big guy makes his fi rst “comeback” with the bicentennial 
covers-LP 15 Big Ones and impish, keyboard-powered Love You—but relapse prompts Landy’s 
return at the outset of the ‘80s as the remaining Boys soldier through weaker releases like M.I.U. 
Album and L.A. Light.
      Machiavellian Landy purges his subject of illicit drugs but replaces them with sundry meds 
that over-treat Wilson’s depression and bipolar disorder, leaving him confused, ornery, and 
scared.  Brian fi nds hope in new romance with Cadillac saleswoman Melinda, but it isn’t until 
his soon-to-be second wife brings Landy’s legal and fi nancial malfeasance to Carl’s attention 
(and after diluting Brian’s solo records) that Landy is permanently ousted.  
      Strangely (but perhaps unsurprisingly), Wilson harbors little resentment toward doctor or 
dad, both of whom are now deceased.  Rather, he’s content to move on—and even buy a second 
home in Chicago.  He busies himself with an updated SMiLE (with Wondermints point main 
Darian Sahanaja), records a Disney-themed record and Christmas album, and co-headlines on 
tour with Paul Simon and Jeff  Beck.
      Oh, and he reunites with litigious Mike Love in 2012 for the Beach Boys’ 50th anniversary.    
Some of the book’s best moments come when Brian—who already underestimates his own 
brilliance—drops rock star pretenses and makes like a “normal” person in decidedly upscale 
environs: He has his buddy FedEx a pizza, mistakenly asks U2’s Bono to fetch him a Diet Coke, 
shares an elevator with Diana Ross, hangs with Steve Martin, and goes fanboy crazy on Carole 
King and other Brill Building songwriters at a restaurant.  
Wilson also refl ects on fatherhood, revealing past regrets and reveling in the joys (and noise) the 
second go-round.
The book ties in nicely with the 2014 documentary Love & Mercy, which employs Wilson’s 
two-track approach in relaying his early days (where Brian is played by Paul Dano) and later 
years (with John Cusack as Wilson).  Brian and Melinda even enjoy a screening of the fi lm 
before Wilson—who still can’t believe he wrote all these tunes—wraps things up and says 
goodbye.
“I’m the last Wilson,” he muses, referencing his departed brothers.
Amazing, considering Brian was least likely of his Endless Summer brethren to make it out of 
the ‘70s alive. 

~Continued from Page 15
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    Reba teaches online class

Reba McEntire will teach an online class on country music through MasterClass.
      In her fi rst ever online class, she breaks down one of her greatest hits, “Fancy,” and shares 
what it takes to create a sustainable career in country. McEntire’s class covers storytelling, 
connecting to an audience, singing, performance, vocal warm up, song selection, brand building 
and the business side.
       “I love to learn from other people so working with MasterClass, being able to share some of 
the lessons I’ve been taught is exciting,” said McEntire. “For the fi rst time, I’m getting to off er 
up what I believe makes a killer song, my vocal techniques and some tidbits I’ve experienced 
throughout my career. Country music is relatable music. It’s all about how people live, day in 
and day out ... it’s their life stories. I hope that my MasterClass encourages people along in their 
own adventure in music.”
     MasterClass’ current roster of courses includes Christina Aguilera (singing), Kevin Spacey 
(acting), Usher (performance), Serena Williams (tennis), James Patterson (writing), Dustin 
Hoff man (acting), Aaron Sorkin (screenwriting) and Werner Herzog (fi lmmaking). Classes cost 
$90 www.masterclass.com/classes/reba-mcentire-teaches-country-music  

Brooks streams for first time

Garth Brooks is streaming his music for the fi rst time ever.
        Brooks’ music is available for streaming through Amazon Music now. Amazon Music 

Unlimited subscribers can stream the latest single, “Baby, Let’s 
Lay Down and Dance,” from his upcoming new studio album, 
“Gunslinger” along with “The Ultimate Hits” and “Double Live.”
More music from Brooks will be added to Amazon Music 
Unlimited later this year, including his upcoming new holiday 
album with his wife Trisha Yearwood titled, “Christmas Together” 
and “Gunslinger.”

      “It is a joy to work with a company that is all about the customer 
when it comes to service and all about the music and its creators 
when it comes to the music,” said Brooks. “I applaud Amazon on 
their commitment to quality and thank them for this opportunity.”

      Amazon Music Unlimited will also be the offi  cial sponsor of Garth Brooks current record-
breaking tour, which will go worldwide in 2017.
      Brooks unveiled the cover art for “Gunslinger”, which features him wearing a black cowboy 
hat covering part of his left eye, looking to his right. He is wearing an orange and white shirt. 
The disc drops Nov. 25 on Pearl, Brooks’ label.
      The album title fi rst appeared during last weekend’s SEC Game of the Week on CBS, where 
his song “Pure Adrenaline” serves as theme.
      The fi rst single, “Baby, Let’s Lay Down And Dance,” debuted at 19 on the Billboard Country 
Songs chart on Monday and is the most added song at country radio this week.
      “The album title came to me when somebody asked me what my favorite thing about being 
on the road was,” said Brooks. “I said ‘It just feels good to be out there being a gunslinger again. 
Just aiming with the heart and shooting from the hip, that’s what you do on the stage, right? 
And, lucky enough, you’ve got the ammo of ‘Friends In Low Places,’ ‘Callin’ Baton Rouge,’ 
‘Shameless’ and you do. You’re a gunslinger out there. And each show’s diff erent and you just 
shoot from the hip all night long.’ As soon I said it, I knew that was the album title right there.”
This is part of a busy period for Brooks. He will release “Christmas Forever” with his wife 
Trisha Yearwood on Nov. 11. That same day, Brooks is out with a 10-disc box set “Garth 
Brooks: The Ultimate Collection” through Target, which will include “Gunslinger,” featuring 
Target exclusive bonus tracks.

Aldean, Chesney lead Billboard charts

       Jason Aldean’s “They Don’t Know” topped the Billboard Country Albums chart for the 
week ending Oct. 29. Kenny Chesney was fi rst on the Hot Country Songs chart with “Setting the 
World on Fire,” featuring Pink.
      Chris Stapleton was second on the albums chart with “Traveller.” Florida Georgia Line was 
third with “Dig Your Roots.” Keith Urban placed fourth with “Ripcord” and Dolly Parton fi fth 
with “Pure & Simple.”
      Blake Shelton moved from ninth to sixth with “If I’m Honest.” Mo Pitney debuted in 10th 
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with his debut “Behind This Guitar.” Tucker Beathard debuted at 14 with his “Fight Like Hell” 
EP. Brett Cobb’s “Shine on Rainy Day” entered the chart at 17. Newcomer Buddy Brown was 
22nd on his fi rst week on the chart with “I Call BS On That” EP.
     Urban was second on the songs chart with “Blue Ain’t Your Color.” Cole Swindell was third 
with “Middle of a Memory.” LoCash went from seventh to fourth with “I Know Somebody.” 
Billy Currington came in fi fth with “It Don’t Hurt Like It Used To.”
      Alden was ninth with “A Little More Summertime,” up 3. Brett Young also climbed 3, to 11 
with “Sleep Without You.” Brad Paisley’s “Today” was the biggest mover, jumping from 49th to 
12th. Carrie Underwood was at 18, up 5, with “Dirty Laundry.”
      Drake White stood at 21 with “Livin’ The Dream,” up 3. Eric Church was at 23 with “Kill a 
Word,” up 5. The song features Rhiannon Giddens. Lauren Alaina is in the top 25 - at 25 - with 
“Road Less Traveled,” up 2.
      On the Bluegrass Albums Chart, Dwight Yoakam was fi rst with “Swimmin’ Pools, Movie 
Stars...” Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, fi rst last week, was second with “Circlin’ Back: Celebrating 
50 Years, Live at the Ryman Auditorium, TN.” Bradley Walker was third with “Call Me Old-
fashioned.” Mandolin Orange held fi fth with “Blindfaller.” The Devil Makes Three was fi fth 
with “Redemption & Ruin.” Nothin’ Fancy debuted in sixth with “Where I Came From.”
On the Americana/Folk Albums chart, Bon Iver was again fi rst with “22, A Million.” Van 
Morrison was second with “Keep Me Singing,” Stapleton third with “Traveller,” Shovels & 
Rope fourth with “Little Seeds” and Bob Weird fi fth with “Blue Mountain.”
On the overall top 200, Florida Georgia Line was 21st, Aldean 25th, Stapleton 28th, Urban 38th 
and Sam Hunt 75 with “Montevallo.” The top 200 and country charts use diff erent criteria.

The Southern Ohio Indoor Music Festival Celebrates 

25
th

 Production With Award-Winning Bluegrass Acts 

November 11 & 12

     The Southern Ohio Indoor Music Festival kicks off  Friday, November 11, at the Roberts 
Convention Centre in Wilmington. This is a biannual acoustic music event that occurs each 
March and November and is celebrating its 25th production this fall. It’s a homecoming of 
nationally and internationally acclaimed artists and fans gathering to commemorate bluegrass, 
a truly American style of music. Since Friday is Veterans Day, the event will honor not only 
musical heroes, but military heroes, too. 
     “It’s always special when day one of the festival is on Veterans Day, November 11. We 
will have an all-star salute to Veterans in attendance during the Friday evening performance. 
A special fundraiser will be happening throughout the weekend benefi ting the Dayton VA 
Cemetery Honor Squad, too,” states festival producer Joe Mullins.
      Festival doors open Friday, November 11, at 10 A.M., with performances by host band and 
2016 International Bluegrass Music Association (IBMA) Gospel Recorded Performance of 
the Year winners Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers; Canada’s own chart-topping bluegrass 
traditionalists The Spinney Brothers; “The Queen of Bluegrass” Rhonda Vincent & The Rage; 
The Malpass Brothers; energetic traditionalists Sugar Creek Bluegrass; and an All-Star Veterans 
Tribute.
     The award-winning talent continues on Saturday, November 12, with performances by 2016 
IBMA Recorded Event of the Year winners Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice; husband and wife 
duo and radio chart mainstays Darin & Brooke Aldridge; Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers; 
hit songwriter and Grammy-nominated Larry Cordle and his band Lonesome Standard Time; 
Idletymes; and 2015 Bluegrass Hall of Fame inductee Larry Sparks and his band The Lonesome 
Ramblers.
     The Southern Ohio Indoor Music Festival is an excellent family-friendly entertainment value. 
In addition to two full days of award-winning music, there will be a Jam Session Central area 
for pickers and everyone will have an opportunity enter to win door prizes as well as wonderful 
raffl  e prizes including a Deering Goodtime banjo, commemorative quilt, and tickets to the 
Musicians Against Childhood Cancer Bluegrass Classic. An instrument check, food, and various 
vendors off er value-added extras to all attendees in a smoke and alcohol-free environment. 
Guests will enjoy shopping for everything from instruments and musicians accessories to 
jewelry and candles. The Roberts Centre also includes a Holiday Inn hotel, Max and Erma’s 
Restaurant, and RV parking adding to the comfort and convenience of the attendees. Located 
twelve miles south of Xenia, fi ve miles north of Wilmington at the intersection of US 68 and 
I-71, Exit 50, the Roberts Centre is convenient to fans from all over Ohio and neighboring states. 
This accessible location is less than an hour drive from Dayton, Cincinnati and Columbus. 
       Advance ticket sales are available through November 5; general admission passes are $35 
for one day or $65 for two days. Ticket sales resume at the door during the festival at 10 A.M. 
daily for $5 more. General admission seating for children 16 and under is free with an adult 
ticket purchase. Tickets are available now at www.somusicfest.com or by calling the box offi  ce 
at 
937-372-5804. 
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By Pete Roche

    Santana IV: Live at The House 

of Blues, Las Vegas 

      To say Carlos Santana has had an impressive career 
would be an understatement.
In August 1969 the Jalisco-born guitar phenomenon 
thrilled a Saturday afternoon throng at Yasgur’s Farm 
and issued his band’s eponymous debut album, dazzling 
fl ower children with his world grooves and putting Jimi 
Hendrix and Eric Clapton on notice with his mystical 
slight-of-hand string work.
     Santana’s Woodstock lineup remained intact for 
Abraxas (1970) and Santana III (1971), after which 
guitarist Neal Schon and singer / keyboardist Gregg 
Rolie left to form Journey.  Carlos spent the next three 
decades recording with a revamped band (Caravanserai, 
Amigos, Moonfl ower, Milagro, etc.) and releasing 
“solo” albums with guest-star singers on Columbia, 
Polydor, and Arista.  Most notably, the diamond-certifi ed 
Supernatural (1999) and multiplatinum Shaman saw the then-53-year old enjoy a commercial 
comeback, courtesy his catchy team-ups with vocalists Rob Thomas (“Smooth”), Michelle 
Branch (“The Game of Love”), Dido, and Macy Gray.  
     Improbably, incredibly, Carlos brought his signature blend of cosmic soul-rock into the new 
millennium with Shapeshifter (2012) and Corazon (2014).  He continues to tour regularly—and 
has a return residency set for House of Blues in Las Vegas in November 2016.
     Playing no small part in the guitar hero’s Sin City stint is his most recent eff ort, Santana IV.  

Written and recorded 
by the same Santana 
lineup that rocked 
Woodstock, the disc 
is a return-to-form for 
Carlos and company, 
who dispensed with 
slick production 
techniques in favor 
of a “live” organic 
sound in-studio.

     Fast on the heels 
of IV comes the in-
concert follow-up 
Santana IV: Live at 

The House of Blues, Las Vegas—an audiovisual document of the reunion of the late ‘60s-early 
‘70s Santana that wowed the world with its exotic rhythms and mystical melodies.  Released on 
October 21 on Eagle Rock, this brilliant Blu-ray / DVD + 2CD bundle captures a seasoned (but 
rejuvenated) Santana ensemble peeling off  fresh tracks and old hits to the delight of a capacity 
crowd.
     Now—courtesy multiple cameras and an ace team at the HOB mixing desk—we’re part of 
that March 21, 2016 audience, too, shuffl  ing to Rolie’s warm Hammond B-3 organ riff s and 
reeling with Benny Rietveld’s sinewy bass lines.  Schon’s back in the fold, too, capitalizing on 
some rare downtime from Journey by trading hot guitar licks with his Mexican mentor.
     Rounding out the original Santana roster are drummer Michael Shrieve, conga artist Michael 
Carabello, keyboardist David K. Matthews, and percussionist Karl Perazzo (who takes lead 
vocal on a song or two).     
     The carnival commences with the instrumental “Soul Sacrifi ce,” whose tribal rhythms 
seduce spectators and loosen up the band for drum-laden “Jingo.”  Carlos indulges in a couple 
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tasty guitar excursions before welcoming hermano Schon to the stage for “Evil Woman” and 
“Everybody’s Everything.”  From there it’s a back-and-forth guitar showcase spiced with fl ashes 
of verve and virtuosity from every musician, particularly Rolie (who shines on the spacy “Shake 
It” and irresistible “Anywhere You Want to Go”) and Shrieve (whose deft drumming anchors the 
group, provides tempo, and colors the mix with Indian and African hues).  
     Train medley “Choo 
Choo / All Aboard” 
segues seamlessly into 
the lovely (if smoldering) 
“Samba Pa Ti.”  Schon 
ditches his sunglasses 
and gets down to 
business on “Batuka,” 
briefl y deferring to 
fellow journeyman Rolie 
for a trippy organ solo.  
Santana—clad in fedora 
and technicolor shirt—
unleashes six-string 
magic on the soulful “Leave Me Alone,” bluesy “Sueno,” and space-reggae boogie “Caminando.”
     The second act sizzles with the Jamaican-fl avored “Blues Magic / Echizo” and “Come As You 
Are,” the wah-wah and fuzz-drenched “Yambu,” and climactic Abraxas mashup “Black Magic 
Woman / Gypsy Queen / Oye Como Va” (on which Carlos quotes Jimi Hendrix).  
     Carlos invites R&B superstar Ron Isley out to sing Santana IV anthems “Love Makes the 
World Go Round” and “Freedom in Your Mind,” then the band wraps with nimble run through 
Santana III workout “Toussaint L’ Overture.”   
     The concert is off ered in impeccable Dolby Digital Stereo, 5.1, and DTS Surround sound, 
and the accompanying audio CDs pipe Santana’s serpentine meters and crisp guitar tones, and 
through home stereos, car speakers, and earbuds with equal aplomb.
      The video disc features a half hour of behind-the-scenes interviews with Carlos, Neal, Gregg 
and the rest of the gang, who share memories of their time with the band and stories of the long-
awaited reunion.
      “They were already jamming when I walked in,” laughs Schon.  “No talking around a table 
or anything!”       
     Neal also remembers being asked to jam with Clapton.  Schon (who was barely out of his 
teens when he joined Santana) couldn’t even drive.
“Neal is a vortex,” praises Carlos.  “He’s a positive tornado of creativity.”  
     Rolie says he met Santana in a tomato patch, where the two potheads had serendipitously 
taken refuge while policemen patrolled the band’s farmhouse on a noise complaint.
     Carlos recalls working as a dishwasher at Tic Toc restaurant in San Francisco when he 
decided to form his own band.  Michael Caraballo brought a tribal infl uence to the group with 
his otherworldly percussion, whereas Carlos took cues from The Beatles and The Doors.  The 
music of Santana soon became a “spicy bowl of Cajun soup” that married musical genres and 
incorporated all styles in the band’s ongoing eff ort to “uplift consciousness.”
     Carlos concedes that Schon had been asking to reform the classic band for a while, but he’d 
always been too busy working on solo projects.
     Years passed.  Then one day Carlos presented his guitar understudy with a gift:  A new watch.
“It’s time,” said Santana.
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        THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN
Universal |  R |  112 min
              I go through a lot of audio books every year and sometimes 
I take a chance on the basis of customer response.
That didn’t work very well for me in the case of THE HUNGER 
GAMES. I hated the books even though as it turned out I loved the 
fi lms. Sometimes there might be a disconnect because of the way 
the way men and women look at the world and books by a woman 
author might be a bit harder to relate to.
       THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN had the added twist of being 
written by an English woman, Paula Hawkins, but I rolled the dice 
and found that it lived up to all praise. 
       Oftentimes a book and a fi lm aren’t on the same page if you’ll 
pardon the pun.
      In the case of GONE GIRL, another tale of a disturbed woman, I 
hated the movie and the book. Ironically I guess that means it was a 
pretty good interpretation.
      This time I found myself really enjoying both, and for the same 
reason.
      Previously undistinguished director Tate Taylor has done a fi ne 
job capturing the feel and the slow-building tension that the novel 
off ered. In reading the book one might be a little hesitant because 
of the slow pace at least at the outset. But like a locomotive train 
which starts slowly and builds up steam so does the story increase 
incrementally before it heats up at a fairly exciting fi nal destination. 
An alcoholic divorcee Rachel (Emily Blunt) is sinking deeper and 
deeper into clinical depression. She’s one of those drunks who 
falls off  the wagon with no memory of what’s going on for the past 
however many hours or days. She’s also just a little bit obsessed 
with her ex-husband, his new wife and child, and gets involved in a 
fantasy world with them and some total strangers she sees from her 
daily train ride to and from nowhere in particular. She is good so far 
as concocting stories which make her feel like her own life has more 
meaning. All the while her troubled mind reminds her over and over 
why her marriage and family fell apart and compels her to stalk her 
ex husband and his new family. 
      On top of that she’s made up a fantasy life for a complete 
stranger who at some point during the fi lm turns up missing. Could 
foul play be involved? She thinks so and creates an entire fantasy 
world for this strange woman.
      It seems everyone around her; her husband’s ex-wife, her 
roommate, the police, the missing girls gruff  husband, and the 
psychiatrist turned suspect (thanks to her accusations) all think she’s 
a lunatic. She might well be.
      The fi lm, like the novel, jumps around in time quite a bit and 
from be diff erent points of view of the three women. Facts start 
to fade in as the tale gains momentum and soon you fi nd yourself 
ensnared in it.
      The changes from the book are few including shifting the 
location from England to the United States, and even though Blunt 
keeps an English accent, everyone else is American.
      The fi lm is also well cast including Akron area’s Haley Bennett 
and Rebecca Ferguson as the other two women, and Justin Theroux 
and Luke Evans as Rachel’s ex and the missing girl’s husband.
      There are lots of characters and a lot of loose threads that all 
weave together into surprising and satisfying climax. Nice job with 
the fi lm and the book.

B+

BLOOD FATHER 
SND Films | R |  88 min
       I think we all know that Mel Gibson is a gifted actor and director, 
one of the best in the business. We also know he’s something of a 
loose cannon and has a tendency to get drunk and say things better left 
unsaid.
     So thanks to the scrutiny of the great unwashed and their lust for 
schadenfreude, after a fl urry of off ensive remarks to a California 
police offi  cer Gibson has been a persona non grata in the entertainment 
business. Don’t get me wrong I understand that in this fi eld of public 
perception carries a great deal of weight and we tend to shy away from 

things and from people we don’t personally like.
However I’m a little curious, wondering whether or not the man behind 
THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST and BRAVEHEART has served his 
sentence?
     Yes, BLOOD FATHER is your basic violent revenge fl ick (albeit 
a pretty good one) that went straight to pay per view. On the other 
hand HACKSAW RIDGE will open next week and it’s received a 
respectable amount of fanfare.
     Of course you’ve heard my comments on direct-to-video fl icks and 
in this day and age that isn’t necessarily a guarantee of poor product.
     As a matter of fact Blood Father is above-average. Everybody loves 
the combination of an antihero, a damsel in distress and some really 
bad people who end up really, really dead.
     Sorry if I spoil the surprise for you but really this is not a mystery. 

By Westside Steve Simmons
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And it’s not a European fi lm where the bad guys get away scot-free. It’s a good old red-blooded 
American tale of bikers, ex-convicts, current convicts, recovering alcoholics and a drug cartel. 
It’s also a heartwarming family picture about the reconciliation of a father and daughter. Well 
kind of.
     John Link (Mel Gibson) has done his time and now spends his days in a trailer in the desert 
working as a tattoo artist and imagining the day he might fi nd his beloved daughter Lydia (Erin 
Moriarty) who disappeared many years ago. I guess you would say she’s the missing link. Sorry.
     Anyway she has run off  with a young man, heir to a drug cartel family. The downside to that 
is the fact that he’s a raving lunatic and has been stealing millions from the cartel. She’s forced 
to participate in a home invasion that goes terribly wrong and winds up putting a bullet into the 
boyfriend. Now she’s on the run from the police and the drug syndicate with no one to turn to 
except her old man.
     From this point on it’s your basic action packed cat and mouse game as dad and daughter are 
assisted and sometimes betrayed by the shadowy fi gures of pops past life.
    Based on a novel by Peter Craig this fi lm has the feel of an independent featuring some well-
respected, but often quirky, character actors in William H Macy and Michael Parks.
     Another tell of a low budget fi lm is the fact that it was fi lmed in the desert for the most part 
with very little need to spend huge amounts of money on extravagant sets.
     I thought the quality level was good enough that it could have been released to the general 
population without any complaint. Maybe the studio didn’t want two Mel Gibson movies 
competing at the box offi  ce next week.
     So if you have a big screen a sound system and a few bucks in your pocket it’s worth a rental 
from Amazon Prime.

B-

THE ACCOUNTANT 
SND Films | R |  88 min
      Ben Affl  eck may be the biggest star without any truly exceptional roles in his extensive 
resume. Oh yes there are a lot of fi lms, a lot of very good fi lms he has starred in but for the life 
of me I can’t think of any part he’s knocked out of the park, can you?
     That’s not to say that he hasn’t been very good in any of these, just nothing to leave its mark 
on the tapestry of American fi lm, at least as an actor, but I still like the guy, 
     Even though I read no reviews before I write my own I did notice one of the advertising 
blurbs said this was a combination of Jason Bourne and The Usual Suspects. I didn’t like Jason 
Bourne and I love THE USUAL SUSPECTS so I guess I’ll fi nd out in a few minutes if that’s a 
valid description or...
     The fi rst thing you need to do while watching THE ACCOUNTANT is to set any need for 

reality aside since this is one of the most ridiculous premises you are likely to fi nd.
Affl  eck is Christopher Wolff , a mathematical genius and an autistic savant who spent his 
childhood being trained in the martial arts by his military minded father. Really, that’s the truth. 
Because of this rare combination of his mastery of numbers and deadly force he grows up to 
make his living as a very, very dangerous accountant. He does the books for some of the most 
unsavory characters imaginable, and oftentimes his CPA business aff ords him the opportunity to, 
well, kill a bunch of people. Don’t worry, they are usually really bad people.
     At some point he’s hired to get to the bottom of a real bookkeeping mess only to uncover 
some very nefarious activity which will put a lot of innocent folks lives in danger, including and 
especially the daughter of the guy that hired him. Wolff  has little use for people but he has taken 
a shine to this extremely cute young woman (Anna Kendrick) with abilities slightly similar to 
his own.
     His nemeses of course, are the bad guys but also a treasury agent played by Oscar winner JK 
Simmons and his assistant an ex-con turned forensics offi  cer, Cynthia Addai-Robinson.
It’s not an unusual story, the agents want to catch the accountant but on the other hand they 
don’t really miss any of the dirtbags he’s dispatched.
     Remember the comparisons from the ads I mentioned earlier? Well THE USUAL 
SUSPECTS was a confusing fi lm but at the end everything came together in a shocking 
twist ending which included fl ashbacks of all the clues that make you slap your head and 
remember. In THE ACCOUNTANT all the pieces of the puzzle come together but out of thin 
air. Unfortunately about three-quarters of the way through they just pull an entire background 
story out of their, well you know, and proceed to the climax. Is it still entertaining? Sure it is, it’s 
just not brilliant. Too bad, because the actors I’ve mentioned are all quality people and perfectly 
capable of carrying out a more complex plot.
     A lot of the quirks have been added just for the sake of quirkiness, not plot continuity.
So if you are good with overlooking reality for a while and have the patience to wait for THE 
ACCOUNTANT to build up a head of steam it’s actually entertaining enough.
I will give it a generous:

B-
wss
www.WestSideSteve.com
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     ANNA & the ANGELS address  “The Aftermath”

      It’s amazing the things that come to us at strange hours of strange days…..and these have 
been some seriously strange days, have they not?
     As we look around us of late, it seems that life as we have known it is changing more 
rapidly than we can even absorb at times.  Or is that just me?
     I sit here puzzling over what exactly to put to Anna and her celestial entourage this week 
and questions swim through my head like little tadpoles in a lily pond—trying to evolve into 
something, but not having a clue which way to go, and just allowing the Creator of All That Is 
to do the creative thing.
     Then it struck me:  The “creative thing” , though in our power to manifest, still needs an 
element of trust in something bigger, better, higher, wiser, greater, holier than we could ever 
fathom being.
     That’s when it dawned on me, we can’t possibly “get it” all at once.  
Life happens.  All sorts of things become manifested in order to refl ect who we are….and there 
it is-- the question that so many of us need answers to from beings less ego-based, and more 
eternity-minded than ourselves:
     Angels, as a follow-up to your “Pick the Winners” message, we recognize that with the 
upcoming election, some hearts are going to be broken.  Everyone thinks they are right, and 
so many have been heavily invested in this.  How can we help each other deal with our own 
candidate not winning the election?  Despite your very profound command that we are our own 
best candidates, there is still going to be an election in November.   One of two people is going 
to win it.  One of two people is going to lose it (for the sake of simplicity, in full knowledge 
that there are other candidates to vote for, I am asking based upon the two leading candidates 
from the two leading parties.)  How do we help each other with the illusion of “loss”?

      Ah now, that is a serious question…..May we lighten things up a bit by cheering, “Go 
Tribe!” ?  
       …Because you see, there is much in your world now that is awaiting closure and 
fi nality—cause for celebration or disgruntlement.  And we would remind you that there is no 
closure.  There is no fi nality.  Life will continue to unfold, and you will continue to manifest.
Your sports teams are a good representation of the human experience, so we will 
momentarily use them for the sake of analogy.  A city desires a team.  A team is then 
manifested.  Does the team win your World Series in its fi rst year?  No, of course not (at 
least not that we have observed, and though it makes for good analogy, sports is not our 
uppermost expertise).  Nevertheless…….
      A team does not win its highest position when it is fi rst formed, just as an infant does not 
walk out of the womb.  Though your sports heroes have been manifested, just as a newborn 
baby is…..would you call it closure or fi nality?  Of course not (you don’t mind that we 
answer for you, do you?  It’s not as though we don’t know you or your thoughts).
      This home team….this child….continues to grow and to expand and to manifest in new 
ways, as an ongoing process.  Your businesses do the same, as do your families, as does 
everything in nature….As you will recall, we have suggested that when you need to know 
how something works, to look at other things.  Everything works the same, remember?  This 
is by design—to help you to understand the way of things…the cycle of life….the unfolding 
of man’s highest good and his evolution.  
      Do you see where we are taking you in this analogy?  You started out an infant sports 
team, infant human being, infant business, infant COUNTRY….and you are consistently 
and constantly expanding and growing until you win the World Series, and then next year 
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you will attempt to win it again, because once the highest standard is achieved, it is your nature to continue to strive for it over and over again.  
It is not in your nature to digress or to move backwards, even though at times it appears that way.  Remember the process of evolving is spiral, 
so even at those times that if feels you are repeating the same patterns, or ‘missing’ opportunities as they appear to circle around once again, 
you continue to move forward and spiral upward.  We have explained this to you before, but we understand that you are creatures who require 
repetition to learn.  This is not a fault; you were created very deliberately with an ego to determine what you believe to be right or wrong, good 
or bad, “Heaven” or “Hell”….but….as history has shown you, you have not always been right, good, or heavenly, no matter how often you 
thought you were.
      You have manifested what you have needed—on a soul level-- at any given time (interesting, as there is no such thing as ‘time’) and 
because there is no closure or fi nality in your manifestations, you will continue on that upward spiral, manifesting, expanding, growing, and 
learning as you move forward.
       Indeed you have manifested this election with these particular candidates.  There is no sense in looking at each other and screaming 
“What have you done??!!”   These people are a refl ection of you.  ALL of you……
     We would therefore ask you to look at yourselves.  Question yourselves , “In what manner did we attract this?”  Discover those answers 
within yourselves, because those sadly, are not answers we can give you.  We can guide you to discovering the Truth, but we cannot tell you the 
Truth.  
     Just as you have manifested a winning team in your city, you have manifested your candidates. ALL of you are responsible.  We will 
reiterate as we have done so many times before-- you are in this together, and together you co-create and manifest the reality of your world.
     A team will win the World Series.  We can assure you of that.  A candidate will win your presidential election.  We can assure you of that as 
well.  
     NOW, this is the part that we would implore you to at least try and comprehend…..
Whoever that winner is, so be it.  Your evolution cannot be interrupted, nor can it be arrested.  Your evolution will begin to spiral forward even 
more rapidly….you will be thrust into a new season of enlightenment….not because of who is elected but because of who you are after the 
election.
     You will continue to go where you were always intended to go, to grow as you were always intended to grow, when you stop looking outside 
of yourselves and look to yourselves for the power that has been yours all along.
     We can assure you, that the day after your presidential election, when all of you look within yourselves and to each other (who of course are 

also your selves) and say, “What is our next step?  How do we support this new representative 
of our country?  What can we do together to shine so much light upon this place in the world, 
that nothing but beauty can grow from it?” 
     If you will do that, we promise you, your enlightenment will be so profoundly thrust upon 
you, that whoever holds that offi  ce, will not be remotely as signifi cant as you are as a people 
working together for the highest good of all.  You can do this.  You are being called to do this. 
Right here.  Right now.  Take it on.  The challenge is yours; you have asked for it….just as 
your teams ask for it at the beginning of the season.
     When the election is over, when the last game of the season has been played, continue 
to move forward, in ways that are not derogatory towards your fellow citizens, or team 
adversaries.  Congratulate each other, join with each other, shine your light, and CONTINUE 
to know……

All is well.

*** Patricia Ann Dooms, known in some circles as “the Mentor from Mentor”, is a certifi ed 
holistic lifestyle mentor, Master Numerologist,  and is frequently asked to allow the angels 
to speak through her. She is willing to do so upon request. To learn more about all things 
FeatherTouch, (now celebrating 20 years)  or to participate in the All is Well Movement, please 
contact us through our website:  www.feathertouchcelebrations.com  or e-mail:  feathertouch8@
att.net .   You may also text your questions to 440-223 -7510.
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       Well, it’s the third week in October and it is typical fall weather; 
cold, wet, and windy. The furnace kicked on the other day so I know 
it’s time to start cleaning up the yard ornaments to put them away for 
the winter. That’s usually a two day job.
       Back in the shop, I have been staying focused on getting the 
harp guitar project done. I met with my client last week and we had 
another change or two that was added to the build. Don decided to 
change the inlays and also use wood bindings instead of the plastic 
cream ones that I was going to use. I’m very glad that he chose the 
wood bindings because it adds so much more class to the aesthetic 
value of the instrument. I’m using 
blood wood bindings with a black/
white/black purfl ing strip attached to 
the bottom edge. The color of the wood 
binding matches the bridge, fi ngerboard 
and sound-hole rings perfectly. It really 
brings the whole thing together. 
       The only thing I did not anticipate 
was how diffi  cult this particular wood 
is to bend in small strips. When I buy 
the wood from my supply house I have 
no way of controlling the way that the 
wood has been processed. Often times 
you will get pieces that have grain 
run-out in them. They look fi ne when 
they are in a straight undisturbed piece, 
but when you add steam and heat and 
try to bend them they can easily split 
or break on you. This was the case in 
many of the pieces that I purchased. 
There were a few breaks that I was able to glue back together, but it 
made it very diffi  cult to bend. I ended up making a long trough about 
36” that held a strip or two of the binding material and I let it soak 
in a gelatin solution for awhile to help soften the fi bers of the wood. 
This allows a little more fl exibility to the wood and is easier to bend. 
I also used a thin stainless strip of spring steel to help keep the back 
side of the bend more uniform which also helps from breaking the 
piece. Eventually I was able to get much better results on my bending 
procedure. 
      There were still quite a few extra hurdles that need to be tackled 
when using a purfl ing strip to the binding.      Whenever you come 
to a junction spot where the two bindings meet it is important that 
you get the purfl ing to meet at a 45 degree angle so that it looks like 
a professional did the job. This is not very easy to do.  You must be 
sure that your chisels are sharp and that the channel that the binding 
fi ts into is cut perfectly so that the purfl ing looks right.
      All in all, the extra work involved is well worth the eff ort. It 
distinguishes the craftsmanship from the common to the elite and 
defi nitely gives the project that “Wow” factor. It’s the attention to 
detail that makes my work stand out above some others. I’m not 
saying that I’m better than others’ it’s just that I strive to do my best 
and will often do it over and over until I’m satisfi ed with the results. 
Sometimes it can get very frustrating. Even then I will not settle for 
anything less than my best. 
      On the other side of the shop, the side that I repair guitars in, 
(there’s no other side of the shop, I just said that to make my shop 
sound larger than it really is)  I had a nice re-fret that I did on my 
friend Alex Bevan’s Taylor 314C. Alex was kind enough to mention 
my work and his satisfaction of it on Facebook and coming from such 
a seasoned professional it is greatly appreciated as is with all nice 
things that are said about my work.

       I have to admit that Bob Taylor has made the guitar repair 
industry much easier from his idea to incorporate the “bolt on” neck 
system into his manufacturing process.  At fi rst I was a little skeptical, 
but after seeing how easy it is to unbolt the neck from the body, I’m 
almost tempted to use a similar system. What was exceptionally 
nice was how he has been able to fi t in a magnetic pickup under the 
fi ngerboard at the 19th fret. By adding a small piece of wood to the 
bottom side of the fi ngerboard it has allowed him enough room to 
install a small nut insert so that the tongue of the fi ngerboard is bolted 
on instead of being glued to the body. It makes the whole procedure 

of removing and reinstalling the 
neck, a breeze.
      By removing the neck I was 
able to use my trusty fret press to 
press fi t the frets into position. I 
like using this method because I 
have a lot more control over the 
“seating” of the fret. By using 
the matching fret caul to fi t the 
fi ngerboard radius it’s much easier 
and less dangerous than beating 
the frets in with a hammer. It can 
be done, but I prefer the press 
method whenever available. 
Another nice feature is that there 
are laser precision wooden shims 
that are available for purchase to 
use in case the neck set needs to 
be adjusted. They can be used on 
the heel section to change the neck 

angle and again on the top under the fi ngerboard to adjust the action 
height. The whole system is cut on a very precise CNC machine that 
makes everything work well together. Of course this accuracy is not 
always available to the average small shop, so I rely on my skills and 
experience to do the job instead. But having said that, if I had the 
fortitude to add a CNC machine to my equation, I would certainly do 
so.  
     I’m sure there are some old school luthiers that would disagree 
with me and I was even one myself up until quite recently. You can’t 
stop progress and there is no reason that I know of why we should. 
After experiencing fi rsthand the ease and accuracy of  re-setting a 
Taylor neck, I’m now a believer. It doesn’t change the skill level that 
is needed to perform a good re-fretting, but even the fret slots that are 
cut with such accurate tolerances, allows the frets to seat better and to 
be removed with a lesser degree of chipping than I usually encounter. 
   
       I been looking into the CNC technology for some time now 
and at this point I’m about half way done with one that I have been  
building to fi t my particular needs. With a little help from Santa this 
year I might have the money to fi nish the project. I can’t wait to learn 
about the many things I will be able to do with this new machine. 
    Well, it’s time to get back to my harp guitar project , so just make 
sure that whatever you do and wherever you do it that you “Stay in 
Tune” while you’re doing it!        
Thanks for reading my articles!

Keep Smiling!
Patrick Liam Guitars/ Smoking Hot Guitars.
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House of Blues Concert Announcements

TEN “Tribute to Pearl Jam”
with Staley’s Comet “Tribute to Alice Cooper”
Wednesday, November 23 
General Admission Tickets: $12.00 On Sale Now
      One of AXSTV’s “World’s Greatest Tribute Bands”, 
Ten is the nation’s premier fan tribute to the legendary rock 
band Pearl Jam. Touring the US and beyond since 2003, 
the band has played over 550 shows nationwide to standing 
room only crowds, and has developed a truly unique show 
for die-hards and casual fans alike.
     Ten has generated a tremendous buzz in US markets 
nationwide for their authentic reproduction of a live Pearl 
Jam concert. “This is the most authentic tribute act I have 
ever seen, and I have seen a bunch” was the quote of a 
representative of Clear Channel Communications at the 
inaugural show in May of 2003. Since that night Ten has 
performed well over 550 shows over 10+ years and has 
fi rmly established themselves as the premier touring Pearl Jam Tribute act in the US.
More Info: www.tenband.com

Boys From The County Hell “Tribute to the Pogues”
Friday, December 23 
General Admission Tickets: $14.00 On Sale Now
     The Boys From the County Hell will return 
to the House of Blues to perform for its 10 annual 
Christmas pageant. The band promises to be 
bigger and better than before with a horn section 
and string quartet joining the group for Pogues’ 
classics.
     Formed in 2000, this Irish punk rock cover 
band is native to Cleveland and is named after the 
song from the Pogues’ fi rst album, “Red Roses for 
Me.” The band is known for their legendary live 
shows, and was asked to play on tour by Spider 
Stacy of the original Pogues for his Midwestern 
tour.
More Info: 
www.facebook.com/The-Boys-from-the-County-Hell 
Ticket Information
Tickets are available for purchase at the following locations: www.houseofblues.com,
House of Blues Box Offi  ce, www.ticketmaster.com, all Ticketmaster outlets and
Charge by Phone: 800.745.3000.
House of Blues Box Offi  ce (308 Euclid Ave.) For more information, call 216.523.BLUE (2583)

The Wall Live Extravaganza: A Floydian Spectacle 

Saturday, January 21st 
Hard Rock Rocksino Northfi eld Park 
     THE WALL LIVE EXTRAVAGANZA: A FLOYDIAN SPECTACLE will take over the Hard 
Rock Live stage on Saturday January 21st at Hard Rock Rocksino Northfi eld Park. 
     Using elements of the “Pink Floyd Movie,” plus the legendary concerts staged in New York 
and London in 1981, and Roger Waters own production at The Berlin Wall in 1990, THE WALL 
LIVE EXTRAVAGANZA has created a live theatrical rock spectacle unlike anything, anywhere 
previously seen. Backed by a killer live band, costumed elements recreate scenes from the 1982 
Alan Parker directed, critically acclaimed motion picture, whose plot synopsis describes “A 
confi ned but troubled rock star descends into madness in the midst of his physical and social 
isolation from everyone.” 
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By Mike Edgerly

   Is it time to play full time?   
       I stopped into my favorite place to eat in the Ashtabula Harbor, Briquettes Smokehouse, and I plopped down into a seat at the end of the bar 
and indulged in my regular feast of pulled pork. I slathered it in a pool of their amazing BBQ sauce and just as I was about to take the fi rst day 
erasing bite, my cell phone buzzed in my pocket. I rolled my eyes and took a breath. It was either a gig opportunity or someone looking for one. 
The “one looking” happened to be true and I began the verbatim speech about prices and rules. When I was about to end the conversation, I was 
asked a very interesting and serious question, one that every musician asks at some point in their career. When does one know when it is the right 
time to tour and play music as your only form of income? This question can be discussed about on countless videos, articles, and chat forums. I 
have read so many books on this subject that I could talk for hours about the countless ways in which this can be formulated to work. I will not 
put you through the list of material nor will I regurgitate this information in hopes you will take the time to solve the puzzle or experience what 
does and doesn’t work. We will just dive into what I have learned over the years and the fool proof plan that works on every level no matter where 
you are in the social or economic ladder.
     The fi rst thing to come to grips with is your family. More so if the family is immediate. If you have children, it is important to fi rst sit with 
yourself and ask the hard questions. Can you leave for several weeks at a time? How will you react to being away from your family for this 
career. If the answer is “not long”, then you need to look into more local avenues of making the money necessary to raise and support a family in 
the comfort they deserve. Book more permanent return gigs, paying open mics, and alter your act to suit local needs like acoustic cafe work. Try 
selling your skills to studios and off er work for local musicians needing help with writing, or even being a roady. If the answer was “as long as 
needed” then you need to make an appointment with the rest of your family and fi nd out where they sit with this career choice. Be realistic with 
your children and spouse. Some of this “real” talk will come in the form of a fi nancial overview. This is where the conversation takes an amazing 
turn in the reality of touring and what it will take from you and your family.
     Let’s take a look at this subject for a moment. We will take common numbers here so it can give you a clear idea of what to look at when 
attempting to fi gure this out for yourself. We will also assume you do not have a band. If you do, you can take this simple formula and apply it 
to each member. So, your average income playing locally and solo is $150 - $200 a night at the local cafe or hometown bar. Let us assume you 
are playing Friday’s and Saturday’s only. That gives you a maximum income of $400 a week. Now let us assume you will honestly be fi ling this 
income, as you should be, and paying the taxes. That will leave you with a basic number of about $150 a show and so, $300 a week. That gives 
you $1,200 a month. Now I am going to assume that this is not acceptable income to raise a family on. You have car payments, medical insurance, 
household bills, as well as extra expenditures that the children and spouse rely on for everyday life. Clothes, lunch money, weekly outings, and 
the average lifestyle of a middle class income family. So, let us say you are deciding to go full time and your monthly bills come to $3,000 plus. 
This may or may not include medical insurance and its copays. But your base bills are $3,000. In order for you to comfortably tour you will 
need to provide family responsibility and yours while on tour. What about your food, hotels, and things like strings, AAA? As you can see, this 
conversation quickly starts to make your head swim with the possibilities of what could go wrong and what you would need to do to successfully 
tour and support yourself and your family. Even if you are a single man or woman these expenses are necessary and need to be addressed honestly.  
     So what can you do to make this more secure? This may sound like an unrealistic answer 
but it worked for my family and my career. I made sure I was making double my bills monthly. 
If I can get at least within a few hundred dollars of that total, I can support everyone and have 
a buff er for when things go wrong. This can even include losing gigs. The buff er will keep 
everyone sane and allow for your mind to be at ease for yourself and your family and loved ones 
while you’re gone. The fi rst step is to build local shows. When you can do that and your work 
paychecks become the extra money, you can leave said job. The key is to also be six months to 
a year pre booked as well. It is important for me to be clear on what I mean by local. I consider 
local to be a 100 mile radius of your ground zero. That is a lot of ground to cover and allows you 
to be booked Thursday through Saturday. It also allows you to be a rotating act at some of these 
venues and creates your fan base, which will be needed when you take this next move.
     Lastly, step 2 is to make that jump into touring and venturing out into uncharted territories. 
When this has been discussed and worked out with the fi nancial details, it is imperative that you 
begin to develop contacts in as many cities as possible. I contact DIY’s, booking agents, booking 
companies, and even forums, and FaceBook pages, making connections and booking shows with 
whoever has an interest. Your local fan base will help sell your act to these promoters. We will 
not get into the need of a website, EPK, merchandise, the list is never ending here. If you’re at 
this point then these things have been developed long ago. Keep the local gigs fl owing as you 
build your state to state shows and contacts. This will allow you to take less money for the away 
gigs at fi rst as you build your name. You can save up to take these trips. As soon as you begin 
to travel full time, you will need to make sure you are 
making a double income steady. Again this is the buff er 
needed to make your career and sanity secure as well as 
your loved ones.
      This is a short look into what it takes to tour 
successfully. The fi nances are very important and are 
followed by the equally important ability of you as a 
performer. So, I fi nished my pulled pork and stepped 
out onto Bridge Street. The sun was out and it seemed 
as if I could enjoy a walk for a bit. Then the phone 
buzzed again. I answered it, taking a deep breath and 
smiled to hear a confi rmation of two shows in upstate 
NY. Do me a favor if you see me in the Harbor. If my 
phone is nowhere to be seen, steal me for a moment. 
I’ll ignore my phone as we walk down Bridge Street 
and Talk Shop.       
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Today's Best

     Back in Time…
Ever wonder what your dad was like in high school?  
     Wouldn’t it be cool to go back in time and shadow your old man around campus a few days, just to 
see how cool (or kooky) he was?  
And hey, what if your mom attended the same school?  And what if instead of the straight-laced goody-
goody matriarch you know today, she was the school slut?
    Sound preposterous?  Robert Zemeckis and Bob Gale thought so. But they also saw the potential for a 
fascinating screenplay that could warm hearts, fi re the imagination, and tickle funny bones. 
     Directed by Zemeckis (and produced by Gale with Steven Spielberg), 1985 blockbuster Back to the 
Future is widely regarded today as not just a good movie but in many ways a perfect movie with its 
eff ective blend of comedy, romance, teen tropes, and sci-fi  swashbuckling.  
     The world has learned many of BTTF’s once closely-guarded secrets since its initial theatrical run, 
especially when a treasure trove of behind-the-scenes footage and interviews were added as extras on 
anniversary editions of the fi lm on DVD.  The movie enjoyed another spike in popularity last year, when 
it marked its 30th anniversary (and all of us actually lived out the October 21, 2015 date to which the 
heroes travel into the future). 
     Brace yourself for another trip in Doc Brown’s plutonium-powered DeLorean: Available now on DVD, the documentary Back in Time not only 
returns to ’85 for a closer look at the making of BTTF but studies the fi lm’s remarkable ripple eff ects on today’s pop culture.  
     Director Jason Aaron interviews Zemeckis and Gale, tracks down movie producers who rejected their BTTF proposal, visits with project 
champion Steven Spielberg, and gets key commentary from most of the principal players—including Michael J. Fox (Marty McFly), Christopher 
Lloyd (Doc Brown), Lea Thompson (Lorraine Baines-McFly), and a few memorable side characters, too (Principal Strickland, Marvin Berry, 
Jennifer #1, Mayor Goldie Wilson, etc.).  Collectively, these fl ashbacks and anecdotes not only tap into viewers’ nostalgia but provide a unique 
(and often hilarious) perspective on how BTTF came to life—and why it continues to resonate with cinema geeks and casual moviegoers alike.
We learn how Gale conceived the idea for a time-travel picture by thumbing through his father’s school yearbook, and how Zemeckis (then 
known for 1941 and Used Cars) parlayed the success of Romancing the Stone into a campaign to get BTTF greenlighted by Columbia Pictures.  
We’re reminded of Columbia’s mid-eighties buyout by Coca-Cola, and how corporate restructuring threatened to mothball the movie.  We also 
hear why Warner Brothers, MGM, and Disney shot down their proposal.
“Are you nuts?” asks one Mouse exec.  “We’re Disney, and this is a movie about incest!”
     Zemeckis talks about casting Eric Stoltz (Mask) as Marty (due to Fox’s initial unavailability), and how trouble arose when it became apparent 
Stoltz lacked the comic demeanor needed to pull off  certain jokes and sell audiences on the character’s relationship with Doc.  We’re even shown 
rare clips of now-familiar scenes with Lloyd’s nutty professor interacting (at Twin Pines Mall) with a jean-jacketed, skateboard-toting Stoltz.
“I was in denial,” says Zemeckis—who hints a Stoltz version of BTTF might one day see light of day.

Fox—then a star on NBC’s Family Ties—explains how he juggled his hectic schedule to 
accommodate the movie (TV show by day, BTTF at night).  
      “I napped in the car,” Fox says.  “It was energizing at the time.  It felt like we were doing 
something cool.” Later, Fox shares his memories of sitting beside royal couple Prince Charles 
and Lady Diana at the movie’s London premiere…and of having to go to the bathroom the entire 
time. “It was agony,” he recalls.  “But Lady Di was hot!”  
      Insiders speculate that—aptly enough—timing had everything to do with the fi lm’s 
unexpected box offi  ce success.  One even surmises that today’s cynical audiences wouldn’t 
accept the friendship between 17-year old Marty and middle-aged recluse Doc Brown (“They’d 
see Doc as a child molester.”). 
      Lea Thompson—who portrayed both older and teenage iterations of Marty’s mom—relished 
the challenge of becoming fl irty young Lorraine specifi cally because she wasn’t recognized as 
possessing such traits herself.
“I played her like a kitten in heat,” she giggles.  
     Rocker Huey Lewis remembers being asked to write “The Power of Love” for the movie…
but doubting that the tune would work in a fi lm where romance played second fi ddle to 
adventure.
“The song (and love story) was tangential,” observes the singer.  “That was better in a way.”
Composer Alan Silvestri likewise 
     The documentary gives us a peek inside the design and construction of the movie’s iconic 
time machine, which needed to not only be mobile but resemble a “fl ying saucer”…at least in 
the eyes of the Peabody family 1955.  We reexamine the gullwing-doored DeLorean, discover 
where the original car (and its fl ux capacitor) are being housed, and speak with enthusiasts who 
were instrumental in refurbishing the prop for display (and with afi cionados who collect other 
BTTF-related vehicles).        
     “It’s a celebrity in its own right,” says auto refi nisher Rob Ferguson.  “We didn’t half-ass 
anything.”  
     The fi lm studies the accuracy of the moviemakers’ predictions for 2015, and introduces 
fans to a handful of entrepreneurs who “invented” their own hover boards and fl ying cars.  We 
also tour a replica Hill Valley, swing by a couple BTTF conventions (and witness a marriage 
proposal), and fi nd out what deleted sequence was repurposed for an Indiana Jones sequel. 
     Back in Time is a welcome addendum to the bonus materials on the 25th and 30th anniversary 
editions of the BTTF DVD releases, and a must-have for fans who recognize that the original 
movie was not only a cinema landmark, but a pop culture phenomenon whose ideals, ingenuity, 
and charm really do transcend space-time.   

By Pete Roche
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~Continued from Page 26

     Sets, props, costumes, eff ects and projection evoke a “Floydian spectacle” – that has already 
enjoyed an unprecedented string of sold out concerts. Co-founder of the production, acclaimed 
musician and artistic visionary Richard Petit remarked: “The response by U.S. promoters has 
been fantastic … that is really what I think,” quipping on Pink Floyd’s own music business 
lyrical ribald “Have A Cigar.” THE WALL LIVE EXTRAVAGANZA is co-managed by 
legendary Montreal promoter Rubin Fogel who promoted one of Prince’s last shows. LA based 
Mission Control Tour Direction is the worldwide tour producer, having served in the same 
capacity for THE MUSICAL BOX, The Worldwide Exclusive PETER GABRIEL Authorized Re 
Creation of GENESIS since 2004. 
Watch the promo video here 
Reserved Tickets: $55, $37.50, $27.50 On Sale Friday October 28TH at 10 A.M. 
Buy tickets at the Rocksino Box Offi  ce, Ticketmaster.com, LiveNation.com, all Ticketmaster 
outlets or by phone (800)745-3000. All Hard Rock Shows are 21 & Over

Zz Top’s Tonnage Tour Slated For Early 2017

Saturday February 25th – Hard Rock Rocksino Northfi eld Park
       More than four and a half 
decades after their formation in the 
Houston area, Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame inductees ZZ Top are set to 
begin a new tour in 2017 with initial 
performance dates this February and 
March. The Tonnage Tour takes the 
trio to several American cities in the 
South, Northeast and Midwest. Tickets 
for select dates go on sale in October 
and November. 
The legendary rockers begin their trek 
in the Southeast, and then snake their 
way north, making stops in Nashville, 
Louisville, Ohio and Upstate New York. They will then head back down the east coast via 
Atlantic City, Shippensburg, PA and the nation’s capital, arriving in Louisiana and Georgia by 
mid-March. 
     The Tonnage Tour comes at the heels of the release of ZZ Top’s Live! Greatest Hits From 
Around The World album from Suretone. Consisting of 15 tracks recorded live in 13 cities across 
three continents, the album is notable for having two collaborations with guitar legend Jeff  Beck 
that were recorded in his native London. One of these is a heavy rock version of “Sixteen Tons,” 
Tennessee Ernie Ford’s #1 hit from 1956. ZZ Top’s take on the song is based on a mysterious 
YouTube video posted years ago that was falsely attributed to the band and Jeff  Beck. What 
started as “a mega meta sorta thang” according to singer/guitarist Billy F Gibbons, has now 
fl ourished into a staple of ZZ Top’s live sets and the inspiration for the forthcoming tour’s title. 
Billy Gibbons expressed enthusiasm for the upcoming Tonnage Tour. “It’s gonna be a good 
time,” he commented. “We’ve been at this long enough that we’re starting to get good. Come and 
see us; it’s gonna be loud and live.” 
     ZZ Top is notable for having the most consistently stable lineup in the history of rock music. 
Gibbons, bassist/singer Dusty Hill and drummer Frank Beard continue to impress audiences, 
drawing material from their 15 studio albums, with combined record sales of over 30 million 
units in the U.S. alone. The band rocks on with timeless hits like “La Grange,” “Legs,” “Sharp 
Dressed Man” and “Tush” keeping generations of audiences coming back decade after decade.
Reserved Tickets: $99.50, $87.50, $75 On Sale Friday October 28th at 10 A.M. 
     Buy tickets at the Rocksino Box Offi  ce, Ticketmaster.com, LiveNation.com, all Ticketmaster 
outlets or by phone (800)745-3000.
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Just Thinking!

(Answers on Page 27)

       Thinking is something we do about 
70,000 times a day, (so we’re told), and 
thoughts travel at the rate of… well there 
seems to be a controversy over how fast our 
thoughts travel.  Let’s investigate, shall we?
     The PHDuds, (that’s a PHD that can’t think 
outside the box); say nothing can travel faster 
than the speed of light.  Then they go into 
great detail how the brain processes thought, 
making the assumption that thoughts are 
biologically based.
     The PHDudes, (that’s a PHD that CAN 
think outside the box… sometimes); say 
thoughts CAN travel faster than the speed of 
light.  Then they go into great detail how the 
sun takes 8.6 seconds to reach the earth but we 
can think of the sunlight reaching the earth in 
a fraction of a second, so thoughts are faster. 
The PHDuds hammer at the PHDudes logic 
until the PHDude just climbs back into the box 
and concedes defeat.  PUSSYS!
     Here’s some Snarp Logic on this whole 
thing.  You can take a nerve cell out of a man’s 
brain and put it in my hand, and please don’t, 
but you cannot take a thought out of a man’s 
brain and put it in my hand.
     The brain is just a vessel that collects 
the thought and determines how to process 
it.  The brain’s processing procedure of the 
thought is not the thought, the thought came 
fi rst!  Sooooo… thoughts are not biological, 
and cannot be compared using the same logic 
as used in the measurement of the speed of 
light… PERIOD!
     Now all you PHDuds and PHDudes can 
just climb back into your little box, and here’s 
some duct tape, let me just seal that thing up 
for you!

     And while you’re in there think about 
this; the words moron, imbecile, and idiot are 
not interchangeable. However the one with 
the highest level of intelligence is a moron, 
followed, by an imbecile, and then an idiot, 
take your pick!
     Sheesh… and these are the kind of guys 
that are teaching our youth?  God help us!
     As you may be able to tell this is a pet 
peeve of mine.  I like thinking, and no matter 
how hard I might try I cannot stop thinking, 
and neither can you!  We even think in 
our sleep!  So in order to be able to say to 
someone… “I have a thought!” would mean 
that you somehow managed to reach in to that 
collection of 70,000 ”+” thoughts, moving 
FASTER than the speed of light, and picked 
one out!
     I have a hard time picking out something 
to wear… it could take hours!  But if I have 
a thought then that means… I’m a friggen 
genius!  Woohoo!
     Here’s some more Snarp Logic for you.
You cannot think that you are thinking!
If you think that you are thinking, you really 
only think that you’re thinking!  And you 
cannot know that you are thinking about 
thinking, because if you think you know that 
you are thinking about thinking, aren’t you 
really just thinking you know that you are 
thinking about thinking?
     See, that just goes to show you, it’s never 
too late to learn something stupid, and if 
stupidity got us into this mess…
Well then why can’t it get us out?

~Snarp
www.snarpfarkle.com

~ Rick Ray
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Complete Family & Cosmetic Dentistry

NEW PATIENTS & EMERGENCIES WELCOME

Fortney Dental Group
299 South Broadway • Geneva, OH 44041

440-466-2721
Hours by appointment including evenings & Saturdays • Serving Ashtabula, Lake and Geauga Counties

www.fortneydental.com

Preventative Services: Hygiene Therapy
Periodontal Screenings & Maintenance | Oral Cancer Screening

Technology: CEREC – One visit crowns

Cosmetic Dentistry: Porcelain Crowns and Veneers | Implants | Teeth Whitening

Other Procedures: Root Canal Therapy | Dentures | Tooth Colored Fillings
Extractions | Infections | Trauma | Denture Repairs

 
Financing:

We accept Cash, Check, Visa, MasterCard, and Discover
Financing available through third party options such as Care Credit

It’s Never Too Late

   To Have a Great Smile!
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LIVE MUSIC: 
Wed. Oct 26 Two Kings 
Fri. Oct 28 Legacy Trio 
Sat. Oct 29 Route 86 Band, 
  Hallowine Party 
Sun. Oct 30 Hampshire Moon 
 

Wed. Nov 2 Tom Todd 
Fri. Nov 4  2 Kings & a 
  Queen 
Sat. Nov 5 City Limits 
Sun. Nov 6 Uncharted 
  Course 
 

Wed. Nov 9 Lyle Heath 
Fri. Nov 11 Light of Day Duo 
Sat. Nov  12 Porch Rockers 
Sun. Nov 13 Cosmos Cats 
 

Wed. Nov 16 John Gall 
Fri. Nov 18  Backtrax  
Sat. Nov 19 Legacy Trio 
Sun. Nov 20 2 Kings 
 
 

Music plays: Wed. 6:30-9:30;  
Fri. 6:30-10:30;  

Saturdays 3:30-7:30;  
Sundays 2:30-5:30 

& 

Double Wing Brewing Co. 
77840 Doty Rd. Madison, OH 44057 
www.debonne.com   440-466-3485 

 

Hours:  
Monday & Tuesday Noon-6 

Wednesday  Noon-10  
Friday Noon-11 

Thursday & Saturday Noon-8 
Sunday Noon-6 p.m. 

 

 

Coming Events: 
Hallowine Party-Saturday, Oct. 29th                          

Prizes awarded for:  scariest; most unique; best dressed man; best dressed 
woman, best dressed group (at least 4 members).  Judging is at 6 p.m.       

Music starts at 3:30 p.m.  

  Turkey Trot- Saturday, November 5th 
A Progressive Food & Wine Tasting Event  Noon-5 p.m.  

Join Debonne’ Vineyards, Ferrante Winery, Grand River Cellars, Laurello 
Vineyards, and St. Joseph Vineyards tasting fine wines paired with dishes 
from your Thanksgiving dinner.  Let the wineries help you pick out wines 
for the holidays.  $5 pp at each includes wine samples, food pairings, and 
recipes.  No reservations necessary.   Bring a canned food item into each 
winery and receive $1 off your ticket price.  The donations will go to the 

local food banks.  Go to www.wggrv.com for a list of appetizers. 
 
 
  

Go to www.debonne.com for details.  

5750 S.  MADISON RD. (RT. 528) • MADISON, OH • 44057 

JOIN US FOR LIVE MUSIC 
Thursday thru Sundays 

 

Fri, Oct 28th- Bobby Hayes & H2O 
Band (Rock) 

Sat, Oct 29th- Charita Franks (Rock) 
Sun, Oct 30th- Maria Petti (acoustic) 

 

Thurs, Nov 3rd-Jess (acoustic)
Fri, Nov 4th- Good Question (Rock) 

Sat, Nov 5th- Castaways (Rock) 
Sun, Nov 6th- Nia Covington (Jazz) 

 

Thurs, Nov 10th-Jess (acoustic) 
Fri, Nov 11th-  Route 86 (Rock n Roll)
Sat, Nov 12th-Blues DeVille (Blues) 

Sun, Nov 13th-Larry Smith (jazz)  
 

Thurs, Nov 17th-Jess (acoustic) 
Fri, Nov 18th- Tracer (Rock) 

Music plays  
Thursdays 6:30-8:30;  

Friday & Saturday 7:30-10:30; 
 & Sundays 4-7. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

EVENTS:                                       

Brushes & Lushes                        
October 27th, Nov. 3rd; 10th, 17th 6-8 p.m. 

$30 pp includes glass of wine & supplies. 
 

Turkey Trot 
November 5th Noon-5 p.m.  

A progressive food & wine tasting event at 5 
area wineries.  Go to our website for details. 

Yoga in the Vineyard 
November 13th  11am 

$15 pp includes yoga instruction followed by a 
glass of wine.  Reservations required. 

Crafts & Corks Club  
November 20th 2pm 

$30 pp includes a glass of wine, supplies and 
your instructor.   

Craft is wooden block snowmen. 
 
 
      

 

SERVING A VARIETY OF APPETIZERS, GRILLED  
SANDWICHES, AND DELICIOUS ENTRÉES.   

OPEN: MON & TUES. NOON-6; WED. NOON-8;  THURS. NOON-9;
FRI. & SAT. NOON-11; SUNDAY NOON-8.   

FOR INFO. OR  TO MAKE RESERVATIONS  
CALL 440-298-9838  

Go to grandrivercellars.com for details.  

Holiday Wine Pairings in the Cellar 
Saturday, November 19th, 1 p.m. $35 pp includes 5 wines paired 
with 5 small Holiday themed plates, plus recipes to take home. 
You’ll learn how to plan your menu and how to pair with the  
perfect wine for the Holiday table.  Reservations required. 


